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$30,-00-

Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien to
day enriched the territorial treasury
with the handsome sum of $34,677.33,
of which $168 goes into the common school fund, and the balance to
various territorial institutions, being
the proceeds of land leases. Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero received
f
besides $25,
of a fine for violation of game laws and $12.50 both
from Game Warden T. P. Gable;
one-hal-

$097.78 from Eugenip Romero, treasurer of San Miguel county, and $29.- 37 from Raymundo Romero, treasurer
5f Torrance county.

More Teachers Wanted.
Territorial Superintendent James E.
Clark is in receipt of requests from
the $100,000 appropriation.
It was also stated that the engross- school distrffcts for more teachers.
More Water Samples.
ing of the constitution on parchment
Assistant Territorial Engineer Verwould cost $1,000. However, as the
convention expects to adjourn by No- non L. Sullivan today shipped more
vember 15, the funds appropriated by samples of water to the College of
the enabling act are thought to be Agriculture and Mechanic Arts for
analysis. The samples were from the
sufficient.
t
Cimarron, the Sapello, La Luz. Pecos
More Prohibition Petitions.
at Santa Rosa, Una de Gato, Rayado
After President Charles A Spiess and the Mora
at La Cueva.
had called the convention to order at
Change of Statutory Agent.
2:45 p. m., and Father Julius Hart-maThe Statehood Mines Company tohad invoked the divine blessing, day notified Territorial
Secretary Nathe usual grist of Prohibition petitions than Jaffa that it had appointed Willwas presented by request and referred iam F. Hall of Hillsboro, Sierra counto the committee . on miscellaneous ty, as statutory agent, to succeed Wallace H. Weston.
provisions.
Good Showing for Public Schools.
Nestor Montoya presented a minoriOn account of the proposition bety report from the Committee on Education.
fore the constitutional convention to
make the holding of five months of
Upon motion of C. R. Brice the
introduced last week by the school in each school district compulCommittee on Education, recommend- sory, R. F. Asplund of the office of the
ing that a special committee on liq- Superintendent of Public Instruction
uor traffic be appointed was referred has compiled a table which shows the
number of months of school held in
to the Committee' on Committees.
The convention adjourned to 2 each district of the Territory during
o'clock Wednesday afternoon, much the past two yars. He found that in
to the regret of the boys from the most of the districts where less than
parochial school who were in the gal- five months of school were held, there
were good balances in the .treasury.
lery.
This evening at 7 : 30 o'clock another the directors evidently thinking that
a
financial showing was of greatRepublican conference, will be held in ergood
credit to them than a long term ol
the Council chamber at the capital. ' school.
In fact, it appears from the
This afternoon after the convention,
that a minimum term of
statistics,
a
number of committee meetings
quite
were held. Tomorrow a big day for six months would be possible in most
of the districts without compelling
work is expected.
the Territory to contribute any considerable sum to indigent districts.
SEVENTEEN YEAR OLD GIRL
Last year there were 673 districts that
STOUEN IN MEXICO. had five months or less of school,
while the year before there were 644.
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 1. Grace Rolph, This indicates an apparent increase
the
daughter of Dr. Rolph of such districts, but it must be reof Pender, Neb., kidnapped by a ranch membered that the total number ot
hand named Jose Segura is believed districts is increasing constantly and
to be hidden somewhere near the Che-co- that during the last year the total
Mexico, ranch of G. S. Harris, of number of months that districts were
which Miss Rolph was a guest when short of the six months standard was
1S33, the year before, it was 1904, the
she was kidnapped on Saturday.
A reward of $L000 has been offered first named being equivalent to 305
by the son of G. S. Harris, who is man- districts without school, while the
aging his father's ranch, and posses latter is equivalent to 332 districts
are now scouring the country for Se- without school. Last year there were
gura. The elder Harris has just re- 162 districts that had five months of
turned to Lincoln from his ranch. school, 163 had four months, 221 had
two months, six one
Despite the fact that Segura once three months, 37
killed a man, Harris considered him
a trustworthy employe. He says that principal delinquents were the .counthe men around his ranch will not aid ties of Quay. Roosevelt, San Miguel
132
Segura in his flight, and that he is and Rio Arriba. The year before,
confident that within a few days the districts had five months, 121 districts
had four months, 211 districts .had
man will be captured.
three months, 39 districts had" two
months, 15 districts had only one
MERCHANT KILLS WIFE,
month and 126 districts had no school.
SON AND HIMSELF.
James L. Swain has been commissioned postmaster at Roy, N. M.
Two Daughters Driven Out of House
.
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reso-lario- n

and Sixteen Year Old Boy
Wounded.
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UTIO

PERU NIPPED
Government Agents at Cuzco
Uncover a Wide Spead
Plot

NfJ

ORGANIZER

CUSTODY

Officials Act Promptly and All
Danger Now Seems

Past.

Lima, Peru, Nov. 1. What appears
to have been a general revolutionary
movement was nipped In the bud by
the government today in the arrest
of the leaders. At Cuzco, a, city of
30,000, the government agents uncovered the plans last night for simultaneous uprisings in different places
throughout the republic. The organizers were soon in custody.
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Delegate

COL. VENCESLAO JARAMILLO.
From El Rito, Ric Arriba County, a Successful
Prominent in Politics.

Merchant

Who is

Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo dele- - was elected to represent Rio Arriba
gate to the constitutional convention county in the House ot the 32d Lepisfrom El Rito, Rio Arriba rounty, isilative Assembly.
Ife was sent from
a successful merchant aim stock rais- his county to represent it in the Sener who has been prominent in the Re- ate of the 35th Assembly.
Colonel Jaramillo was honored with
publican party for years, and who for
a decade or more has served on the other offices and apointments. He
staff of governors of New Mexico, served as a member of the Territorial
Colonel Jaramillo is a warm friend Board of Equalization for several
of Santa Fe for here he received his years and at present is a member of
He was born in El Rito the Board of Water Commissioners,
education.
in 1875, and is the grandson of Don! He is regent of the
Jose Pablo Gallegos. His father was Normal School. For two years he held
Don Pedro Ignacio
Jaramillo. He the important post of treasurer of
came to Santa Fe for his education, Rio Arriba county and made an effi- attending St. Michael's college. Later iR-u-i uiuciai.
he went to Notre Dame, Indiana, and
Having a host of friends in New
also attended the Jesuit college in Mexico, and being still young and enDenver.
ergetic Colonel Jaramillo may live to
Colonel Jaramillo began early in his enjoy even greater honors than in the
life to take an interest in politics and past.
f
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Mitchell and Others
Over E xpress Strike

Situation

1ST

OE SUPPRESSED

dividual members today.

Regarding the committee's direct
legislation measure, one of the Democratic members of the committee was
asfied why there had been omitted a
clause providing that the courts of
the new state should not 'declare unconstitutional any initiated or referred
law. He replied that no member of
the committee so far as he knew favored such a clause. There is, however a proposition covering that matter and an effort is to be made in
the course of the committee substitute's progress through the convention
to have it amended in that respect.

BATTLESHIP FLEET

VIS1TSEUB0PE

Yeandle Seems a Professional Any Person Seen Displaying
Revolver Is to Be Promptly
for He Was Stubborn in
. Arrested.
Patterson Case.
New York, Nov. 1. The National
Civic Federation looked over theex-pres- s
employes strike today with a
view of possibly bringing about an
amicable agreement. John Mitchell,
a member of the executive council,
held a long conference with several
federation officers last night. Rioting
resulted today 'n much more drastic
police measures.
Revolvers Ruled Out.
New York, Nov. 1. Deputy Police
Yeandle by George Knoblauch, one of Commissioner Driscoll today decided
Rosenheimer's lawyers. The money, to arrest any person seen displaying
a revolver on an express wagon. This
it. was learned in court, was
paid over
to him on instructions from Justice is intended to stop the display of
Gorman. Yeandle was a Juror in the weapons by guards.
Riot in Madison Avenue.
first Nan Patterson trial and is said
New York, Nov. 1. The first. disorto have been one of those who held
der of the day occurred on Madison
out against a verdict of guilty.
avenue when the police started to dis
Dagelbert Tiemendorfer, alleged to perse a mob of 300 strikers and sym
be the "go between" was also arrestpathizers who were attacking an
ed. Eoth were sent to jail in default American
express wagon. Broken bot
ot iu,uuu Dan. ine examination is t)eSj gtone and oth(,r missiles were
being set for Thursday. According to thrown and the big night sticks of the
James Osborne, chief of.Rosenhiemers bluecoats were used unsparingly. In
attorneys, Tiemendorfef called at his a few minutes, the mob fled, leaving
office yesterday after the jury pro- - three of their number in the hands of
posed that for $2,000 Yeandle
vote:the police. The interurban New York
for Rosenhiemer's acquittal, no matter! trains and Dodd's express drivers and
what evidence might be taken. To! helpers joined the strikers at noon.
.
prove Yeandle's value Tiemeniorfer
told Osborne that he was one of the' PRESIDENT'S CABINET IS
jurors of the first Nan Patterson mur-- i
BUSY CAMPAIGNING.
der trial where the jury was "hung" i
after holding out against a verdict of Lack of Quorum Caused Abandonment
guuty lor seventeen flours.
of Regular Tuesday Consultation
Laid a Trap.
at Washington.
Mr. Osborne asked time to think
the proposition over. He then laid
Washington, D. C, Nov. 1. The
the matter before Justice O. Gorman
of quorum caused the abandonlack
who advised that a trap be set for the
ment of the regular Tuesday session
was
A
and
juror.
meeting
aranged
of the cablent today. Three members
arrangement made so that Tiemendor-- of
the President's official family are
Khnulri
tn
tnlrr Vpnndlp in norflnn
fpr
a street corner, Yeandle motioning out campaigning, two are absent from
Tiemendorfer to take the roll of bills the country, one starts for the Ohio
New York, Nov. 1. The trial of
Edward T. Rosenheimer, the reputed
millionaire, charged with the murder
of Miss Grae? Hugh, by running her
down with an automobile, was suddenly halted trday by the arrest of one
of the jurors, Georgu W. Yesfhdle, an
architect, on the charge of having solicited and received a bribe. The arrest, was made after five hundred dol
lars, it was alleged, had; been given
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This Morning From
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Three Weeks at Gravesend and
Three at Cherbourg After
That Cuba.
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starts on Thursday.
FIRE CAUSES LOSS OF
A MILLION DOLLARS.
j

FABTIES

HALLOWEEN

"According to Rules", Is the Special Mounted Policemen Were
Plan of the Employes in
Efficient and Scattered
Ghosts.

Gliosis and goblins came into their
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. The society
women of Chicago came out in full own lust night when Hallowe'en was
force today to aid in the work of celebrated.
Santa Fe's authorities did tHeir best
picketing by the striking garment
worters. At least 15,000 of the 40,000 to cope with these
spirits Si another
garment workers on strike are women, world and brave men motinted on fine
but before they will be allowed on the
chargers were statioued throughout
picket lines, they, as well as as the the
city and did battle with the malimust
attend "picket
girl strikers
schools." Today a systematic picket- cious gnomes and put to rout the
ing squad, "according to the rule" was playful elfs.
inaugurated. Legal talent was ' conThroughout the city the ' merry
sulted yesterday and rules for the strains of dance music
resounded and
pickets drawn up in order to keep peeping into a lighted hall one
them within the letter of the law so see fantastically dressed maidenscould
and
the police would have no pretext for men
tripping the light fantastic.
arresting any one. These rules are Hour after hour these fairy looking
similar to those used by the shirtwaist objects were seen
gliding over polishmakers of New York in their long ed floors which their
feet scarcely
struggle for the improved working of touched; hour after hour the charm
are
to
do
and
conditions,
expected
of music seemed to deaden all sleepmuch in winning sympathy for the
ing craving nerves: hour after hour
strikers. Pickets are forbidden to stop the feast of All Hallows was
enjoyed
uny one, or to stand in front of picket- until
midnight was past and the morn
ed shops. "Plead, persuade, appeal,
began to approach.
Then even the
but do not threaten,'1 is ope of the orchestra
seemed to grow weary and
rules.
the costumed dancers and danseuses
Police Ride Down Strikers.
shower signs of fatigue, quite unbe
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. The mounted coming fariries so
they hied them
police in the business district here this home before the
of day
aftemon rode into a crowd that had arrived to restoregreat king
to Ancient
quiet
been gathered by the striking gar- Santa Fe.
ment workers who were attempting to
Goblins Had Innings.
parade without a permit. Many perBut do not think that the fanes who
more
sons; were knocked down and
shed joy in dance hall so
were the
than a dozen injured including two only ones to celebrate gay
the feast of
two
and
children.
disorder
The
girls
All Hallows.
The ghosts and goblins
took place on Adams street, near Fifth were out as soon as
darkness should
avenue. One of the injured said she serve as a cloak for their
plots or to
is a society woman acting as a picket
give a suitable background for their
She
was
for the strikers.
hurriedly
spooky program.
removed. Her identity could not be
Steal Motor Car.
learned. The police soon dispersed
Several tall goblins spied the motor
the crowd.
car of Attorney A. B. Renehan standOther Disturbances,
ing in front of his office on the plaza.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. Several other They jumped in and
realizing fully
disturbances led to calls for the po- that the
board of chaufexamining
lice; two factories weer stoned and feurs was then in session, whisked the
many windows broken.
machine up Palace avenue without
j

NORTHERN

mittee.
Notwithstanding the great mass of
matter which has been proposed, Trial of Reputed Millionaire John
much of which will not find its way
Look
for Murder is Suddenly
into the constitution, there is much
in
be
but
a
should
Halted
that
constitution
which has not yet been proposed. The
committees will likely look after that
if it should happen that some thing TALE OF CORRUPT
YORK RIOTS
should escape the attention of the in-

MEET

SWAY LUST NIGHT

Windy City.

1

WILL

RELD

Forty Thousand'of the Latter Ran Away With Motors,
Quit Work in
gies and Wagons, "Painted
Town Red"
Chicago
LEGAL

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1. The battleships Minnesota, Vermont, Idaho
and Mississippi left the Philadelphia
navy yard this morning to join the
other twelve ships of the battleship
fleet that is to make a European tour.
The division probably will meet sever
al hundred miles at sea. About three
weeks are to be spent at Gravesend,
England, and three more at Cher
Mrs. Howland's confession read as
bourg, France, after which the fleet
follows:
will cross to Guantanamo, Cuba, for
"In submission to the obligation laid the winter maneuvers.
'
on me by his grace, the reverend archscanthe
bishop, of publicly repairing
PRIZE WINNING COW
dal I have given as a requisite for abFOR PRESIDENT'S DAIRY. FOUR FINNS ARE
solution, I confess to the world that
BLOWN TO PIECES.
as a Catholic I was married by a Washington,
1.
Nov.
Pauline
1910.
on
August 29,
Baptist minister
Wayne, the prize winning cow from
Butte,, Mont., Nov. 1. Four miners
I ask the pardon of God for my sin Senator Isaac Stephenson's stock farm were blown to pieces as the result of
and the prayers of the faithful for the in Wisconsin is at last on her way to an explosion this morning in the
the White House where she will sup- Leonard mine, one of the properties
grace of sincere repentance.
"Sincerely,
ply the President's table with milk, of the Boston and Montana Comnanv.
"HELEN O'BRIEN."
I All victims were Fini B.
The cow was shipped today.
(Signed)
r.

4

'

saver, has been restored to grace
the Catholic church, from which, by
her act in being married by other than
a Catholic priest, she was excommunicated. Her restoration to the privileges of the church and the sacrament was authorized by Archbishop
John J. Glennon, was exacted from
her yesterday a public confession of
her sin. Mrs. Howland wrote her own
confession, referring to her act as a
"scandal."
:,
The congregation of St. Mark's
Catholic church was started yesterday at mass when the associate pastor
of the church read aloud the confession signed by the daughter of the
late John O'Brien, millionaire boiler-make-

-

GOBLINS

RELP STRIKERS

PROPOSITUS

Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 1. Provision
for the recall of any elective officers
in the state is made in a proposition
introduced in the constitutional convention today by the executive committee as a substitute for all similar
measures presented.
There was expected to be a minority report, ex-- '
eluding the judiciary from the petition recall but the only minority report presented provided that the recall election and the election to fill
the vacancy be held separately. Under
the provisions of today's proposition,
any officer may be recalled at an elec
tion initiated by petition containing
25 per cent of the voters.
The constitutional convention enters into the midst of things this week.
A flood of propositions
is expected.
Among others, it is expected that the
Republican members will present one
in the form of a complete draft of a
constitution. They will not likely be
very sanguine of its adoption in its
entirety, or even in many of its parts.
But it will be an expression of the
sentiment, of the minority on which
they will stand, believing that they
will be vindicated by future events.
Democratic members were uncer
tain whether the legislative commit
tee's initiative and referendum prop
osition would reach the committee of
the whole today. They rather believ
ed that the printer could not complete
the proposition and its amendments.
which were also ordered printed,
in
time for their return today, but it is
certain that the matter will be taken
up tomorrow, when a line can be ob
tained on the sentiments of the members and some idea be gathered of the
manner in which they will divide on
other questions. In fact, some idea
can be formed of the kind of a constitution that, will be ultimately adopted.
The Jones railroad commission
proposition may be returned at any
time this week. It was reported last
week and was about to be sent to the
committee of the whole when objection- was raised by Mr. Ellinwood
that he had not been given an opportunity to make a minority report. It
was then stated by another member
of the committee that the majority re-- !
port was premature and the proposi-tion was returned to the railroad com-

ELOPING HEIRESS
PROFESSESS PENITENCE.

Lawrenceville, Ga., Nov. 1. Joseph Public Confession Signed by Helen
Wallace, a prominent merchant of
O'Brien Read In St. Louis
this place, last night shot and killed
Church.
son.
old
his wife and thirteen year
"He also wounded his sixteen year old
St. Louis. Nov. 1. Helen O'Brien
son. He drove two daughters out of
St. Louis heiress, who last
Howland,
the house and then committed suicide.
August eloped with a New Jersey life
No cause is known.
in

v
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SOCIETY WOMEN

t?51

j

Conferences and Committees Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien Twenty Five Per Cent Petition to
Contributes Splendid Sum
Be Required to Call Election
Meeting to Prepare for
to Educational Work.
to Oust Official.
Heavy Day Tomor ow.
The Republican conference this
forenoon did not take up the report on
judiciary as had been anticipated, but'
devoted itself to the report on irrigation instead and to printing matters.
It was decided to ravor printing 2,500
copies of the Journal of the convention
and 100,000 copies of the constitution,
Dur50,000 copies in each language.
ing the discussion, it was brought out
that the daily cost of the convention
is $625 and that the sixty days' session
0
would cost $ 47,000. Already almost
had been spent for registration,
election, etc., and if the convention
sits the full sixty days, the federal
appropriation will be exceeded, as the
election expense for the adoption of
the constitution are to come out of

H
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ARIZONA
IS VERY PROSPEROUS.

Gallup Too Is Enjoying Better Business Than for a Long Time Improvements by the Santa Fe.
Albuquerque.

N. M.,

Nov. 1.

You

have to be an early bird to get ac
commodations in the hotels at the
northern Arizona towns according to
Fred W. Harding, representative of
Bradstreet's who returned to this city
yesterday from a trip through Arizona
as far as Prescott. Mr. Harding had
the unique experience of sleeping in
the dining room of a Holbrook hotel
after he had canvassed the city In
vain for rooms and. at Flagstaff had to
rustle around lively to find a hotel
where he could spend the night, fifteen
men being turned away at one hostelry after Mr. Harding was lucky
enough to get the last room.
"Business in the northern Arizona
towns is as good as I have seen it in a
long time," said Mr. Harding yesterday. "At Flagstaff they are doing a
big cattle shipping business at present
and the town is full Ot cowmen, but
all branches of industry appear to be
prosperous. Gallup is doing well and
conditions are very promising out
there while Williams and Vinslow
are doing better than for years. The
building of the double track of the
Santa Fe is helping things out in that
section. The chief activity in the
construction camps now is between
Flagstaff an-- Ashfork where hundreds of men are working, rushing the
big task ahead as fast as possible.
Expense apparently cuts no figure, as
they are cutting and slashing the hills
right and left, reducing the curves,
lowering the grades, filling up the
gulches and in general making radical changes from the old construction."
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
CONTINUES FAIRLY BRISK.

There is a Broadening Tendency and
Strengthening of Values Poor-- !

taking out a license or certificate of
capability.
They left the machine In
front of; the Spitz residence, . blocks
away from the plaza. There Mr. Renehan found it today.
Buggies and Wagons.
Driven by unseen hands and coached by voices of the other w orld, horses
hitched to buggies and wagons moved from the places assigned by their
owners and through dark alleys and
to far away fields they trotted or ran.
Wagons seemed to have a particular
aptitude for winding up in the Santa
Fe river.
Real Estate Signs.
Strong wooden real estate signs,
supposed to be practically immovable
were also given the St. Vitus dance
the iustant some gnome or goblin's
mischievous wand was waved over
them and they walked or ran too. That
was evident this morning.
Some of the goblins are said to
have had saddle horses, and the animals showed extreme restlessness under the quirts of their tireless, merciless spirit equestrians.
But for all the pranks of ghost, goblin, gnome or elf, the city passed
through the ordeal of Hallowe'en and
has rallied splendidly.
ELECTION IN CUBA
PROGRESSES

QUIETLY.

Half the Members of Congress and
Provincial and Municipal Officers
Are Being Chosen.
Havana, Nov. 1. General elections
are being held throughout Cuba to-- j
day. Half of the members of the
House of Representatives and half of
Itbe members of the Senate will be
chosen as well as provincial and
officers. No disorders were reported during the morning.

STORM

SWEEPS
ISLES

BRITISH

er Grades Go Rapidly.
Boston, Nov. 1. The demand for
Covers
Wide
wool continues fairly brisk with a Disturbance
broadening tendency and strengthenArea
Extends Over
ing of values. Good wool is reported
Northern
are
while
the
grades
scarce,
Europe
poorer
going rapidly with some of the dealers marking up their goods, especialSHiPPlMG
ly territory stock. A liberal amount MUCH DAMAGE TO
of fine staples changed hand at 24
cents. On transactions In fine Delaine
fractional advances have been obtain- Weather Bureau Reports Ancents unwashed. Pulled
ed with 27
other Violent Outbreak in
wools share in the general activity.

and

2

Caribbean Sea.

DENVER POST WINS

.

LIBEL SUIT.

Nov. 1. The British
Washington,
isles
and
northern
Europe are today
Democratic Politician Who Imagined
being swept by a violent storm. The
His Reputation Was Injured
'
Loses Out.
disturbance covers a wide area and it
Denver, Nov. 1. The jury In the is believed that much damage will be
$J00,000 libel suit of State Senator done to
shipping. The weather bureau
the Denver
O'Connell
$100,000

--

Alexandria, Egypt, Nov. 1. Fire to
day caused a loss of a million dollars, Barney
against
destroying 6,000 bales of cotton and Post brought In a verdict today for reports Indications for another
lent storm in the Carribean sea.
the defendant.
several large cotton, sheds.

vio-

AGE TWO.
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JUST RECEIVED

MARKET

by,

Willi all the pomp and pride of
royal blood,
The fire of love deep in her sunlit eye
And passionate regret
a surging

FROM FRCST

AND GCOD

KEEPERS.

For
We will have a fresh stock of Solita re Candies in

next week.

Excellent in Quality.

Cheap in Price.

1inter Grocery
f

Southern

Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.
No. 40.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TTOKETS
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

JUST RECEIVED

Sterling Silver and Brass Novelties

Goods
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TURQUOISE

slay
Her regal beauty, and must still
her heart.
She dares within his dreaded realms
"My own impression from obto stray.
And poises proudly
for his icy servation of these matters iu our own
state is that there is not much to be
dart.
said in favor of appointments
as
He stays with her, and withers on agt'inst election where the elections
are for such long terms as fourteen
approach
to
bud
which
The last sweet
she years, with a
practically assured to every good
fondly clings,
He takes her captive and her sweet judge, and especially where the temper
of the people is such that a purely poreproach
litical nomination to the bench is likeDies with the farewell note her
ly to be defeated. In either case, an
robin sings.
and alert, public sentiAnd then, her power fled, she pleads enlightened
is the main safeguard against
ment
for life,
But
selection of judges.
Smiles oe'r his shoulder for a political
short-terelections are certainly fabrief bright day,
tal to any high service on the bench.
Then in her garments of drenched
It may be doubted also whether short-terleaves
appointments would be much
The glorious Autumn, Winter bears
better. Possibly appointments are betaway.
ter than elections in any case, but
long terms for judges seem to me
at Albuquerque
Three Deaths
much more important than the quesof
Peter V. Kelly, an
tion whether they are chosen by apChicago, Ralph Behan, of Michigan pointment or election.
A long term,
City, Intl., and Mrs. A. A. Schamalie, especially when good service insures
aged IS years, died at Albuquerque of
makes a judge independtuberculosis.
ent of the politicians, and at the same
Three Arrested at Albuquerque
time allows him to develop to the full
Jesus Sedillo was arrested at Albu- measure of his ability on the bench."
querque on the charge of removing a
It will be apparent from the foregoset of harness from the house of Luis ing that in the opinion of the writer,
del Frate. He was bound over to the it is of the utmost importance to give
grand jury. Moses I'libarri was fined judges long terms of office, and, as
$5 for drunkenness and D. Coppi $10 far as possible,
to keep the election
and costs for maintaining an unsani- of judges out of ordinary politics.
Whether we can succeed in keeping
tary dairy.
Two More Burglaries at Las Vegas such matters out of partisan politics
It was two burglaries, instead of the in New Mexico remains to be seen,
customary burglary, that occurred in but we certainly can adopt the long
Las Vegas on Sunday. The real estate term idea in the hope of getting better
office of Lori j. Calhoun was broken material on the bench than we would
into and the Buffalo Beer Hall was otherwise have. The judges of the suentered. At the former, nothing was preme court referred to in the letter
secured while in the latter $4 were are more nearly like our district
judges than like the justices of our sutaken from' the cash register.
preme court.
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY.
snow-flecke-
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Comejin and See one of the
Finest Displays in the West.

"

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
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THE FORUM

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

LONG TERM FOR JUDGES.
To
the
Editor of the New Mexican:
HANDSOME RUGS AND ROBES MADE FROM COYOTE,
One of the most important questions
WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.
for decision by the constitutional convention is the length of terms of office
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
of the judges, who, it now appears to
have been decided, will be elective.
PHON K
BASTA KE.N.M.
N Last January, in consequence of the
OANON
436
BLACK
suba appearance of an article on the
i IfflL IM WlOtlMtWtrwgmiwiiffflVff
in a
W FW JHBHWW ject of nominations of judges,
periodical published by the Lawyer's
Cooperative Publishing Company, I
wrote to the editor for some information, and promptly received an answer, all of which is interesting, but
too long probably for printing in your
columns. The gentleman, Mr. B. A.
Rich, who wrote the letter, is secretary of the company and apparently
As far
the editor of the periodical.
as one can judge from his letter, he
has been accustomed only to an elective judiciary in New York and is
predisposed in favor of the elective
Some quotations from his
system.
RED
daphohkht 130
143 PALAUS,
AVK
letter, which is very thoughtful and
PICTURE FRAirG TASTEFULLY
carefully prepared, may be of interAND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
est at the present time, and therefore
I submit the following to you:
"There can be no possible question
that the election of judges is a very
unfortunate method of selecting them
where the terms are very short, if not
in all cases. In states
like New
York, where the judges of the supreme court are elected for fourteen
years, the condition is much better.
Especially is this so when, at present,
the people have become thoroughly
hostile to political Influences in the
selection of judges. It has become
substantially the rule in this state,
Safe Agents For
when the term of one of these judges
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
expires, to give him a nonpartisan
and elect him without contest. An exception to this was made
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
at our last election when a judge who
had served fourteen years was condemned by the bar association on the
PHONE
BLACK
ground of his record and was beaten
by a literally overwhelming majority
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FIVE CHAUFFEURS APPEAR
BEFORE EXAMINING BOARD.

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.

They Are Asked About Emergency
Brakes and Requested to Adapt
Themselves to City.
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LATE OCTOBER DAY.
Josephine Foster.)
The red October duy sweeps grandly

FINEST POTATOES ON THE

FREE

in a district where the normal majority of his party was no less overwhelming the other way.
"It would be too much to say that
politics has nothing to do in this str te
WONDERFUL CURE
in the selection of judges. Unfortunately it has a good deal to do in
some cases. But the time has gone
lASIS
OF
by when a Judge can be elected if
the impression gets abroad that his
nomination was chiefly due to political influences.
The state bar assoben affiictI for twmty yean
"I anhave
obstinate skin disease, called by com
ciation perhrps did not lead in this with
M. D.'s. psoriasis, i'tid others leprosy,
on tuy sralp: and in spite of all 1
movement to repudiate political inof the most skilful
itli
could
fluences in judicial selections, but it doctors,do,it slowly thebuthelp
surely extended until a
It covered roy entire
winter
this
year
ago
has become now thoroughly alive to person in the form of
dry scales. For the
the importance of this movement and fast three years I have been unable to do any
labor, and sulterirn: intensely all the time.
with
frankness
the
very refreshing in
Every morning there would be nearly a dust- taken from the sheet on my
which it speaks on the subject."
fantul of scales
of them half us lare as the env-
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FROM COLORADO
THSE ARE THE

ROUND
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TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES

I
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The board appointed by the council
to examine chauffeurs and give them
certificates o fefficiency (in case they;
deserve them) met last night. It is
composed of. Eft. Standley G. Small,
Prof. J. E. Clark, and Deputy States
Attorney Charles C. Catron.
Five chauffeurs showed up before
the board and for three hours they
had to steer through a maze of questions, climbing hills of difficulties and
ploughing through a number of sand
bars of "what would you do" ere they
finally scaled the heights and were
given the desired slip of paper which
allows them the freedom of the city.
It was an interesting examination
and the members of the board seemed
well pleased. Another examination
will be held from 7 to 9 tomorrow-nigh- t
in the same place, that is, in
Mr. Catron's office on the east side of
the plaza.
As a result of the examination last
night the board made the interesting
discovery that one auto in this city
has no emergency brake. This is considered an important discovery and
may lead to forcing all auto owners
to put on this useful, life saving contrivance.
Cauffeurs Have Their Say.
But not for an instant must it be
imagined that the examining board
last night spent all of its time telling "don'ts" to chauffeurs for the
troubles of the
artist were
also listened to.
"I am told that I speed in this city,"
said one chauffeur, "but I wish to say
buzz-wago- n

53?

arid

n

For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear. The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

elop containing mis letter. In the hitter part
of winte.r rny skin conin'encfd crackinp open.
I tried every t hint,', almost, that could be
thought of, without auv telief. The I'Jlh ol
June i started West, in to es I could reach
the Hot Springs. I rrctchol I'etioit and was
so low I thomrht I should lme to po to the
hospital, hut imallv gut as far as I.ansirs,
One
livirp.
Midi., where I had a
Dr.
treated me about two v tcks, but did
me no Rood. All thouul t I had but a short
I earmMly prayed to die.
time to live.
Cracked throtiT'i the l,in ill over my back
across mv ribs, arms, hand-'- , lirrt-s- feet hndly
swollen: "toe-- n tils came oh: f.mei-- i ails dead
and hard as a hone; hair a1, dry and lifeless
as old straw. O mv Cod! how I did suffer.
"Mv sister wouldn't cive up: said, "We
Some was op lid on one
will trv Cutienra.'
hand and arm. Eureka! there was relief :
stopped the terrible hurninir sensation from
the wonl iro. Thev Immediately pot Ciiticura
Resolvent, Oin'.inent and Soap. I commenced
by taking Cutieura Resolvent three times a
day after meals ; had a bath once a day, water
about blood bent: used Ciiticura fsoap freely;
applied Ciiticura Ointment morning and even-IniResult: returned 1o mv home in just six
weeks from the time I left, and mv skin 89
smooth as this sheet of paper. Hiram E.
Cirpeutur, Henderson, N. V."
The above remarkable testimonial wm
written January 10. i.SM), and is republished
because of the permanency of the cure.
Under date of April Tl, 11)10. Mr. Carpenter
wrote from his present home, 610 Walnut
St. So., Lansing. Mich.: "I have never
suffered a return of the psoriasis and
althoneh many years have passed I have
not forcotteu the tcribie suffei inr I endured
before using the Cutkura Remedies."

WM ITE CAT

1

i

Underwear
FOR HEN

are made of wool unequalled in softness,

warmth, comfort and strength. Made bis
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT
Is the kind you get

COUNTY QUITE A
COTTON PRODUCER.

Something Like $50,000 Worth Shipped to Houston This Season
Alfalfa First Class.

24

E SAN FRANGISCO

f you buy from us.
You wi 1 also get a

3

that

will

burn lesp fuel and
radiate more heat
than anynther make
on the market.
...
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Ourlioeis composed
(Coles
wood

HotBiaf-t-

i,I the cekb'-aitc1which bums ccal or

)

.

equally well.

,Oomp in and let us point out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.

WhaS

Phone

No

u. If it's Hardware

We have it.
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WHOLESALE

Af D RETAIL

try

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.

NICK YANNI'S

SHOE SHOP

--

heater

Texas.
The alfalfa crop around Carlsbad
this year will be a bumper one and
the acreage is rapidly increasing. The
recent visit of the board of army en
gineers has been followed by the authoritative information that the Carls
bad project is to be considerably enlarged.
40 Cakes In Unique Contest.
A cake contest for the benefit of the
Carlsbad brass band was a unique affair here Saturday evening. Forty
cakes baked by Carlsbad women were
on exhibition and were afterward auctioned off for the benefit of the band.
Hundreds of people viewed the cakes
at the Joyce Pruit store, Dr. Ella
Hicks winning the first prize. The
contest was acompanied by a concert
by the band.
If you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

"

ei

Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 1. It is estimated that there will he fifty thousand dollars worth of cotton sold from
the fields around Carlsbad by the end
of the present season.
The crop,
ginned at Carlsbad running on an
average a bale and a half to the acre
Cotton growing is no longer an experiment in the Pecos valley but has
been demonstrated a success. TJie
cotton is being shipped to Houston,

i

BRSCO.

SEL1GMAN

the privilege of running in the streets
at all.
"Much of the trouble with autos
might be averted," said a member of
the examining board today, "if drivers
of vehicles would only remember that
in this country one turns to the right
'as the law directs.' Too many turn
to the left and is it. any wonder there
is trouble?"
EDDY

Comfortable

JfwSOTSlSff:
Telephone

II

unmCoal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ST IS

s
(
Men's
nailed) - Ladies' half sole - - - Kubber heels
FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.
half-sole-

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

75c
50e
50c

ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMEN- TCOURTEOUS TREATMENTEQUIPMENT
CL'-CA-

-

KER R'S

that the complainants are generally
people who walk In the middle of the
street which we think is reserved for
Why, if a man ran PLAZA BARBER SHOP
his car three miles an hour and a
man was walking in the street a little
JFor i9 year? the only
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that less than three miles the chauffeur
first class tonsorial parlor
would prove disagreeable and be callContain Mercury.
in Santa Fe.
as mercury will surely destroy the ed a speeder."
sense of smell and completely derange
One of the members of the board
OUR NEW PITCH
the whole system when entering it replied that it is true the ancient habTREATMENT
mucous
of
sidethe
it
of
surfaces. Such
through
using streets instead
articles should never be used except walks is still in vogue in certain parts is guaranteed to cure, (not ouly
on prescriptions from reputable phy- of the ancient city; that it is seen in
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
sicians, as the damage they will do more modern places than Santa Fe, other
scalp irritations. We also
Is ten fold to the good you can pos- especially In the suburbs of large
a complete line of all the
carry
Cafrom
derive
auto
them.
should
but
sibly
Hall's
that the
cities,
guiders
hair and facial tonics.
popular
to
tarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J. try
be patient and make allowancDE LUXE QUININE & MTCH
HERPICIDE,
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no es. "Try to adapt yourselves to the
mercury, and is taken internally, act- surroundings and he most desirous
BATHS BATHS BATHS
ing directly upon the blood and mu- of sacrificing speed rather than hucous surfaces of the system. In buy- man life or limb," was the advice.
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
The Fines.
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be' sure you
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
After tomorrow night, any one guid- aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
get the genuine. It is taken Internal
ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. ing a car through the city will be sub and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
AH work is guaranteed; your
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
ject to a hold up and a request for
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per a qualification card. If none is prosocks are mended and buttons
'
sewed on you shirts, without
duced the first fine is $10; the second
bottle.
extra
charge.
from $25 to $50 and the third $50 to
Take Hall's Family Pills for
$100, or the punishment of revoking
RED 122. J HONH RED 122.

If you havea prescription to be filled get it to our store by
any manner of means, bring it, or send it, or phone and
we shall call for it. The reason is that prescriptions filled
here are filled absolutely right. We have the drugs and
knowledge, and when we put our seal on a bottle the contents of the bottle are right.

Gentlemen's
Phone
Red 132

0. 0.

Hats Made New.

SrtAWGO, Propielor

E'P's'd

LIVELY STAB LI
Fine Rigs, Reliable Houses, Single
Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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and In part uusatisfac-feitur- those of them who did not retain
shall work corruption of blood or
of estate." The amendment tory to the people of New Mexico; their identity as Mexican citizens
CONVENTION TAXES was voted down and the section Adopt- - that the convention is constrained to should have all the rights and privTake Advantage of a Santa Fe Citiput them in and it should so appear. ileges of American citizens. Mr. Cated as reported.
zen's Experience Before it's
was voted down.
ron held that treaty rights were
G A. Richardson offered an amend-- , The amendment
Too Late.
law than that of any state
Slam at Militia Warrants.
higher
Another
20 to insert the words
Section
to
SPURT
ANOTHER
ment
When the back begins to ache,
and favored the amendconstitution
whack
took
another
The convention
"or private" in "private property
Don't wait until backache becomes
not be' taken, or damaged for at the ' militia wan ants by adding to ment for the reason that it would enshall
chronic;
use without just compensation." Section 4: "Nor shall the legislature able New Mexico to bring the matter
Till serious kidney troubles
Part of Bill of Rights, Article public
He declared that the Colorado consti- of this state ever appropriate any up in court, with a view to securing
and he re- money to pay the same," which was justice for her people after the conon Military and Compact tution had this provision
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
ditches offered by G. A. Richardson, and was stitution had been adopted. By a
to
ferred
private
especially
rest.
H.
A.
Harllee
lands.
across
unanimously adopted.
rising vote, the amendment was
Adopted
,
private
Profit by a Santa Fe. citizen's ex-.1. W. CUilders, Charles A. Spiess and
When Section 6 was reached, Dele- agreed to, one hundred to nothing.
'
perience.
others took part in the discussion that gate Fall moved that it be amended by Section 6, as amended, follows:
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
The ameudtnent was lost
followed.
REPUBLICANSSTAN1QT0GETHER
words, "and in compli- "This state shall never enact any
inserting the
N. M., says: "I know, that Doan's
1.
..xM'tcirwic tf llir. nnntl- and Section 20 was adopted as report
law
claims
to
the
restricting or abridging the right
Pills
live
up
Kidney
ed as were Sections 21 anc J2.
ling act, it is provided." This was done of suffrage on account of race, color,
made for them. If I were not confident
Disto
to
moved
strike' with a view to showing I ongress and or
This Enabled Delegate
Charles A. Spiess
condition ot servitude:
of this fact, I could never have been
out Section ::3. He pointed out that the President, that the people of New 'Andprevious
with the act of
in
induced to give this remedy my encompliance
pose of Work in Comparait is a well known principle of con- Mexico do not adopt these provisions
known as the enabling act,
dorsement.
There was a dull ache in
tively Short Time.
tfcut the courts have the of their own free will, but do so un- Congress
struction
it is provided,' that ability to read,
the small of my back that bothered
right to construe the constitution andI der compulsion
Mr. Fall believed write and speak and understand the
,
me and at times I was obliged to lay
yes-constitu-convention
no
The constitutional
legislative acts, and that
that when the state was admitted to
off from work for two or three days.
language sufficiently well to
and evening demon-- ! tional convention or legislative body the ITnion, her representatives in Knglish
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me en- terday afternoon
conduct the duties of the office with-- '
words.
own
its
construe
to
of
effort
judicially
sincerity
could prove to Congress out the aid of an interpreter shall
tire relief, and the few slight attacks stratedof its
the business before it in the T. B. Catron took the same view. He Washington
of these restrictions. He be necessary qualification
the
for all
of backache I have had since then pose
injustice
to
made
not
are
time possible. In less than said constitutions
Kearney's proclama- state officers and members of the leg-- ;
General
t
have quic, 'y yielded to this remedy." quickest
quoted
bind
the
to
the courts or
most
twenty-fou- r
importhogtie
hours,
islx
to the people of New Mexico in tslature ot this state."
Mr. Romero gave the above testisections of the Bill of Rights, pie hand and foot. It is dangerous to tion
monial in January, 1907, and when the fourteen sections of the Compact adopt such a clause and will prejudice which on behalf of the United States
The Ordinance Compact with the!
Interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said: with
government that gallant soldier prom United States was adopted without'
United States ana tne arucie me consuiuuim m m- c,r v,,
the
- "1 can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- on
v ooa repueu umi uu: j iseu incm an iuc ..b
much controversy, being considered a
military affairs were disposed ' puDiic. r rancis
ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed ' of and made part of the constitution. clause is found in fourteen state con- of. American citizenship, including the matter of form which must, be gone
own
This
lawmakers, throuL'h on account of the reuuire-- !
thpm two and a half years ago.
The former, especially, was amended stitutions for the purpose of protect- right to select their
j
remedy always gives benefit when I 'in material respects on the floor in ing the people against misgovernment, Delegate Sena echoed the sentiments ments of the Enabling Act.
m
use it"
ot alr ran. rur
i.
committee of the whole, anu xnere.io secure me
Session,
Evening
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 iwere pointed and sharp discussions in He said he knew of cases where the there had never been a territorial
Insatiable for work, the convention
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
instances. But in every test, courts have construed constitutional ficer in New Mexico unable to con- - held a brief evening session during j
New York, sole agents for the United the Republican majority held together provisions as being merely directory duct business in the
English lan- which the Article on Military Affairs'
and not mandatory, and that the peo-- guage
States.
and thus became Invincible.
was adopted as reported from the
Remember the name Doan's and
The convention had adopted Section pie nave oeen aepnveu 01
Hp told of how a certain senator, committee, although E. I). Tittman
The
tinrnil
rights by judicial ruling.
14 of the Bill of Rights as the New
take no other.
thought it was laying the foundation
h d,d not n
Mexican went to press yesterday af- - motion to strike out the section
for a standing army and compulsory
i
II you want anything on earth try ternoon. ueorge vv. rnuiiaiu muvcu moi uj ,,
to
their
military service, and Francis Wood
knowledge
as
school
children
J.
Hudspeth, C. M. Compton,
u.
to smKe out lue
a New Mexican Want Ad.
W .
said Mr criticized the National Guard. The
".;
senator,
This
.
v,.
w.
woros
an
inw.
it. run,
unnuers,
James G. Fitch moved that
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
manifested the keencbt lit;!,n. best of good humor seemed to prevail
"No person shall be imprisoned ardson, Charles A. Spiess and others Sena,
and there was pleasantry now and
To be really valuable must show but
addiof
pointment upon learning that these then which relieved what otherwise
in anv common jail for the purpose objected to the consideration
memeach
with
from
as
results
familiar
were
quite
equally good
his testimony in any crim- tional sections of which A. A. Sedillo children
sesof
sim- - would have been a monotonous
ber of the family using It. Foley's inalsecuring
be stricken out. wanted to offer three and Jose D. the English language as those of
.1. Francisco Romero during the
proceeding,"
sion.
Honey and Tar does just this. Wheth- Reed Holloman suggested that "except sena one, wnicn naa not ueen
uif nar age in uiuiaua
of the military affairs
Democrat oi discussion
er for children or grown persons Fo pnTitomnt nroceedings."
noicrsito Pnmnton.
be added the Committee on Bill of Rights
moved that all privates in the
A.
Spanish-speakinsafest
Is
and
best
Tar
and
The discussion was cut short by
ley's Honey
Roosevelt, where
Fitch accepted the suggestion. C. M.
militia be appointed on the initiative
for all coughs and colds. Sold by The Compton favored striking out the en B. Fall moving that the committee people. are tiew, buiiwi" u iY,n Tall of the
people; that all sergeants and
He believed it a proper corporals be appointed by the legisCapital Pharmacy.
tire section and leaving it to tne leg- of the whole, rise and report to the j amen,iment.
and
The
motion
sub
convention.
prevailed,
the
islature to legislate upon
agaist an unnecessary
protest
lature, subject to the recall and that
.
D. Sena seized
t restriction but was confident all commissioned officers be appointject of evidence. E. F. Saxon defend - At this juncture Jose
Don't Do It Yourself.
his
propo
ed the clause as it stood, as it pro- the opportunity of getting
the native people would be able ed bv the governor subject to the ref
to be a lit, that
-- - Eitinn 1'pari. which nroved
.. itiforcRtB of
VLUCU IU1 .,,.;r,cr
care of themselves in spite of erendum. His motion failed to secure
to
iJicocmuB tiio
take
the state by other methods, than im- tie pleasantry at the expense of the it
a second. S. B. Davis, Jr., presided over
to go
was
prisonment in the common jail of a married men, and it ne voted
Stover quoted the enabling the committee of the whole in which
DplPEnte
'I
who happened to have to the waste basitet.
propositions- act itself as well as the constitution the Article on Military Affairs was
been the innocent witness of a crime, of Sedillo were referred to the Cora- o? the United States, to prove the un- considered section by section.
A A Sedillo cited the instance of an mittee on Bill of Rights,
Conference This Forenoon.
and
injustice of
A motion by E. D. Tittman to re- - constitutionality
innocent witness held in jail at AlAt the Republican conference this
The enabling act
these
elimprovisions.
been
had
15.
which
the
while
Section
store
buquerque for nine months,
declared its purpose to be the admis- forenoon in the council chamber over
accused, against whom he was sup- inated in the Bill of Rights by the
of New Mexico on an equal foot which II. O. Bursum presided, several
sion
voted
was
posed to testify, was acquitted and committee of the whole,
features of the report of the Commit
ing with the other states of the
never served a day. The section was down.
tee on Judiciary and a report of the
the
of
Union. The other states
Comoact With the United States.
atrinlrnTl nut bv a vote of 50 to 27.
Committee on Ways and Means were
the
have
Mr.
5
Stover,
m.
the
insisted
was
after
p.
vote
with
it
Union,
Although
Francis Wood explained his
for considered.
the minority, by saying that as long as convention seemed determined to con-i- t right to elect whom they please
O.
their state officers and legislators,
has happened and is happening tinue at work and a motion of H.
CONVENTION SPARKS.
a person is kept in Bursurn to go into committee of the and, so long as this state is restricted
that
now,
right
"Delegate William McKean was a
of
You are sure to make a blunder of the
on
an
the
not
no
the
is
equal
to
consider
whole
for
she
two
report
for
in this manner,
years
penitentiary
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Congress." He said that the provis- Catron,
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
l-- :

v

"The West Point of the Southwest,"
Army Officers Detailed by War
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL

-

men for college or (or buxlness life. Urc&t
of opeE air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union, located
the earden
Va!!ey
on the beautiful Peco
spot of the We?t it d e'ev&tlcn of 5,700
feet abne sea level, sunshine everv day. but
title tain or suow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from nardard eastern colleges Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated. Ilgfct
ed and modern li all respects,
E. A. Cahoou, President; W
jf REGENTS
Vice
Presides".; J. Phelps While,
Harai'.rod.
li,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W't
A FlnUy
nn
'llnstraled ratalogue
For parUcnlar
address
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N.
Superintendent.
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We repair and care for all makes
CxASOLlNE AND SUPPLIES.
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SNTA

Palace Ave.

FE GARAGE

j

Enab-sectio-

.
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Julius Muralter,

.

Occidental Fire

We Have Built Up

urn
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
DRIVING THRU
THE COUNTRY
It's the best route back to nature,
and will imbue new life into your
wearied mind. The most pleasure
will be obtained by driving the
STYLISH LIVERY
We can furnish you. Our horses are
all equal to the trip and our carriages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig
from us.

IILIMS
310 San

1

EISIKG

Francisco St 'Phone

139

Re.

our Paint business ny givrng only the

best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
is made of the best White Lead end
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and smoothThose
ly without streaks or spots.
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good es two of other
well-groun-

kinds.

Charles W. Dudrow

ompany

AIbiqteqte New M exico

ome Office.

New Mexico
Duly and Regularly Incorporated in Strict Accordance With the Laws of
shown by the Accompanying Certificate from Jacobo Chavez, Insurance Commissioner.
P. M. A. LIENAU

JACOBO CHAVEZ

Superintendent of Insurance.

desire to notfy
We, the undersigned, having duly incorporated the above company,
s
pjlicy-hoMerof the
s
and
the Insuring Public in general, and our friends,
to
as
facts;
in
thefollowing
particular,
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
1. We are incorporating the OCCIDENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, which
will hav a paid up capital of $200,000.00 and a like amount as surplus and which will
commence active business on or about January 1st, 1911.
2. The company will be organized, and the business maintained, by tha officers
aud men who had charge of, and made such a success of the OCCIDEN TAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, during the past four years.
3. The businesss will be developed conservatively, economically and to tha best of
ability and judgment.
4. No promotion stock will be given to anybody, at all, and the expenses of organization will be kept down to an absolute minimum.
stock-holder-

Occidental Life

GEORGE ROS LIN GT ON.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS

'

Santa Fe, N. II., Aug. 29, 1910.
This is to certify that J. H. O'Rielly. George Koslington, M. W. Flournoy, Solomon Luna and A. B. Me
Milien, having complied with the act under which a Fire Insurance Company can be incorporated, are duly
authorized to open books for the subscription of stock of the Occidental Fire Insurance Company at such times
and proper.
and places as to them may seem
JACOBO CHAVEZ.
(Signed)
Superintendent of Insurance.
We have over three hundred stockholders now, representing the leading citizens of New Mexico, Arizona and
Texas, the following list of which reside In Santa Fe. If you are interested and wish to learn something about
the profits to a stockholder in a Fire Insurance Company, send for our prospectus:

Palen, H. J.
Sargent, W.

Vice-Preside-

A.

BSPARTA1ENT

Autuary Comptroller Occidental Life

Occidental Life,

SOLOMON LUNA,

1

INSURANCE

O'RIELLY,
Sec'y and Gen, Mgr Occidental Life

Vice-Preside-

H

mm

List of Santa Fe Stockholders.
Mills,. Gov. W. J.
Walter, P. A. F.
Davies, E. P.
Seligman Bros.
Owen, Frank.
March, Jno. W.
DeArcy, E. J.

M. W. FLOUR NOY,

J,

mww of new unco

Deputy.

13

McMILLEN,

General Cou mil Occidental Life

Q.

Renehan, A. B.
Fornoff, Fred.

,
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of
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mouth a Masonic
Practice in all the District Courts
$3.50 Democratic
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
Rocky Mountain News
aa.
at 7.30
25
j
nd gives special attention to case
Daily per week by carrier
himself
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not
lie
because
2.00
pledge
H. H. 1 OR.WAN.
75 Weekly, per year
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00 to certain issues, such as the'initia- 65 Weekly, six months
Office: Laughllu Blk Santa Fe, N. M
Acting Mastei
Daily, per monrb. by mail
and
.50 live and referendum, for the good
7.00 Weekly, per Quarter . . .
l)ail7. per y?ar: by mail
sufficient reason that those questions' bAS K. McCORD. Secretary.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-LaOFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Santa' Fe Chapter No. 1
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THE DIRECT PRIMARY.
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C. W. G. WARD
CENSUS OF 1910 COMPLETED.
will mean heap, juicy campaign con- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Vnited States senator at. the polls.
Territorial District Attorney
The following leter from J2. Dana tributions, plenty of opportunity for
Fo, San Miguel and Mora Counties
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OU:e4 Canfcta Institution In
W ; kico. Established Jn 1370

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

,

$150,000
80.0C0

n general banKing business in all it? branche.
Loans morie on the most favor.ibJs terms on all kinds of
personal and ccllatcra! security. Buys and selis Ui.iJs and
stocks in all markets fa its customer.
Buys an;J
domestic and foreign cscharie anJ aiakis telegraphic transfer
oi money to ali parts of the civilized wfi Id on as l!era' term.
as are given by any mo tey transmitinj agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cert, per annum, on ix months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock an! products.
the bank executes all orders oi its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
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PAUCE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

-

Hotels

One of the Best

-

Cuisitie and
Table Service

.

in

the West

Lsrge Sample),
Room for

Unexcel led

Com-morci-

Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

The Clair Hot1

g

Santa Fe, New Mexico

.

....

-

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT-

....

renovated and neatly furnished.
Every room steam heattd.

Completely

-

Fire pro f

-

....

1

u

-

.,,.

.

J C. DIGNE0,

WP
,

00

per day.

Proprietor.

PULL' G0URSB MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

A TP

m
0W

snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to

-

-

Rooms ,$1.00 to $2
Meals 50 cents tv. vp.

European plan.

-

Serving

i

wait.

Our Increasing patronage lathe
beat proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO6 .LUPKProprietor

,

lj..i:

!,.,

SESSQESaESBBBBSS

4

tht

' !ti

Catron B ock"

.

now being Managed by
H

sip-np-

RATKS

S1.00

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only flrot class Hotbl In Banta Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Sice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give as a trial If yon want first class service,
Corner of Water St,
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

E. TRAVIS

New and Complete Line of Dress Goods

Nephew of Propietor

,",

DP

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

'

nUsTlueTveritabb;

A DAY AND

The Store is now being stocked up
and will be run as usual at pheno
menal low prices, and cater to

DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS
EVERYTHING

IN

WEARING APPAREL

E

FOR HER AND FOR HIM.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

CASH TRADE

Wi Travis the propietor is going
to the coast to try and regain his
former good health, and hopes for
a continuance of good trade which
he ha. always had.
M.

0.

The Spot Cash Store.

-

I

riyay

r

t

Wells Fargo k Company
Express.

hividm

Gneral Exprek
TO

.

All

,

Parts of the World

Wells Fargo
ty Purcbasirg
1JAVILBBSV
OEDEFS.
DOMESTIC MONEY
ORDERS.
MONEY ORDERS, 'FOREIGN

Save Money and Incpnvenieiicc

Favnbl

Throughout jibe Unitei- Mft.. Csrada. Meiic
nd alJ PcrJpipr Courtrif
-

SHWT BY TELEGRAPH

.

J O. BARNES. Aoent

:

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

UNITED STATES BANK

tiiu r.vi' from

I"

T:!i;

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

11

Row a

1',

I

tl--

.

u,

11

Business

.

v

crssaa51

Saves You
Money

I

Your Patronage Solicited

:

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

W. E. GRIFFIN,

H F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

FLORIDA

T

and
CALIFORNIA

Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes
EVERYTHING in FRESH
1910 crop op english
walnuts & almonds FRUITS& VEGhl ABLH.S

OYSTERS
PHONE

S. KAUNE&

H.

No. 26- -

PHONE
No 26

TO

Francisco D. Crespin. of Santa Rosa,
the efficient and popular probate clerk
Guadalupe county, was a business
visitor in the capital.

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

&

COMPANY
Surety Bonds

Insurance

Real Estate

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Franciscu

Red Ho. 189

Phone

St.

The mercurv shows that the winter is r.igh
and now is the time to get those warm pillows of which we have a large assortment.

Also quilts to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. We have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other

material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EM B ALMERS

&

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

Santa Fa Trail Curio Company
WE HAVE

A

FEW

MORE

THAT WE ARE GLOSING
OUR NEW

OUT TO

MAVAJO

MAE

FOR

Blankets

Baskets
Ntw MaasreraeD t

THE C. E. HARTLEY RFAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEvV MHXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175 00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
LARGE
AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are

Invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

II

NEW MEXICO,

:

:

LET

RANCHES
LA RGB

AND
SMALL.

;

US HEH

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters

FROM YOU,

Legal

Rents

&

Papers
Collections.

Do not delay until after the Are
NOW is tru TIME co take, out
that INSURANCE POLTOY
SANTA FE ABSTRACT. REALTY
-

R,otu

I

again in the Ancient City. He came
down from Denver and with him are
Charles Schlater, C. Otto and John
Otto, all residents of Clayton, 4'nion
county.
Miss Fergusson, daughter of Delegate H. B. Fergusson of Bernalillo
county, an clone 01 the Duke City's
most attractive girls, is visiting Miss
Ruth Laughlin at her home on Don
Caspar avenue.
Miss Florence Packer of Boston, is
the guest of Mrs. R. II. Hanha of Johnson street. Miss Packer has been
spending several winters in Santa Fe.
Her sister, Miss Shirley Packer has
been here the past few weeks, the
guest of Mrs. Carl A. Bishop.
"Mrs. John Joerns and two children
came in last night from their former
home in Raton, to join Mr. Joerns.
who tomorrow will assume his duties
as clerk of the court for the fourth
judicial district. The Joerns will reside on North Seventh street, next
door to United States Attorney D. J.
Leahy." Las Vegas Optic.
"Jefferson Raynolds, president of
the First National bank, has returned
from a business trip to Chicago.
While in the windy city Mr. Raynolds
attended to business matters pertaining to the Presbyterian college, which
h to be established at the Hot
Springs. Mr. Raynolds is a member
of the Presbyterian synod's
college
committee."
Las Vegas Optic.
NOVEMBER 27 WILL BE
NEW MEXICO DAY,

Catrou Block

rjiiM

anoii.r

wai:,,n
v,,r tli ,f
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,,i,v

Santa

Fe, N, M

Tel Black 76

;oay
and

the biggest single advertisement that
has ever been brought about for the
new state. The Bureau of Immigration was able to do it because of the
desire of the land show management
to help New Mexico, beucause of the
fact that the New Mexico display will
be one ot the largest in the building,
and because of the active
and backing which has been given the
Bureau of Immigration and land show
management by the land companies
and progressive people of New Mexico,
It is up to us to take the fullest
advantage of this New Mexico Day.
It is the opportunity of a life time to
get results. There is just one way
in which this district can help the land
show management, the Bureau of Immigration, and the thirty or forty New
Mexico boosters who will be in Chicago; that Is, for each one of us to sit
down today, tomorrow, or within the
next few days, and write to every
friend tjiat we have in and around
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Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

5.

Santa Fe, N. M.
MONEY AND MfcTALS.
.New York,
Nov. 1. Call money
per cent; Prime mercantile paper 5 2
per cent; Mexican
Sudollars 4fi; Amalgamated Tfl:i-S- ;
Great
gar 118 bid; Atchison H4:.-X- ;
Nothern pfd. 1261-2- ;
New York Central 116; Northern I'm Hie 11ft; HeadSouthern Pacific 11IS5-S- :
ing 1.12
Union Pacific 173
Steel 07
bid;
pfd. 117
.New York, Nov. 1. Lead quiet 410
(o 4'j'1; Standard
copper firm; spot
December 12.5i 12.rt; Vendor's Recorded
12.40f( 12.50;
sheet.
Brand,
Silver jC.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
4
WOOL MARKET
sheet.
St. Louis, Nov. 1. Wool firm, terriKill of Sale,
sheet.
tory and western mediums IS'? 2:!
Authority to Gather, Drive and
fine mediums 1720; fine 1817.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
Gwaii'i POKK LARD AND fliBS.
corded
sheet.
Brand,
W
1.
heat Dec.
Chicago, 111., Nov.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
S9
May 95
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
Corn Dec. 46
May 8!
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
04
OatsDec.
May
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
li
Escritura de Renuucla,
pliego.
Pork Jan. 17; May KJ.or,.
Documento Garantizado.
pliego.
Lard Jan. 10.25; May 9.72
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebies, 12
Ribs Jan. 9.071-2- ;
.May S.S7
pliego.
LIVESTOCK.
Documento de Hipoteca,
Chicago, Nov. 1. Cattle
Receipts
pliego.
9,000. Market weak. Beeves
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
west- forma entera, full sheet.
7.60; Texas steers
ern steers $4ft6.6"i; Blockers and
Certificado de Matrlmonio, 10c, cada
feeders 4.0ft'5..'!3; cows and heifers uno.
$2.15(5 G.20; calves $7.50(ij 10.2C.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Market
Hogs
Receipts 17,000.
Execution
Forcible
Entry and De
ten lower. Light ?8.208.fi5; mixed
sheet.
talner,
$7.35
8.50;
$7.75(38.65; heavy
rough
sheet.
Subpoena,
$7.35(37.55; good to choice heavy $7.65
J. P. Complaiut,
sheet.
8.50; pigs
$7.60087.55;
good to
sneei.
choice heavy $7.55fi'8.50; pigs $7.60
capias complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheei.
8.45; bulk $7.60(?( 8.40.
School Blanks.
Sheep
Receipts 400. Market ten
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
lower. Native $2.60!g4.30;
western
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
$2.63(54.30;
yearlings
$4.305.40;
Contract for School Teacher, 12
lambs native $4.756; western $4.45
sheet.
6.60.
Kansas City, Nov. 1. Cattle ReTeachers' Term Register, full sheet.
ceipts 1S,000, including 800 southerns.
Contract between Directors and TeaMarket steady to strong.
Native chers,
sheet.
steers $3.257.30; southern steers
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
5.50; southern cows $2.754.30;
Certificate of apportionment
of
native cows heifers $2.75'5 G.25: stock-er- s School Funds,
sheet.
and feeders $3.405.50; bulls $3
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
(fi 4.30; calves
$3.758; western steers
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
5.
$4 f? 5.73; western cows $3.73
District Clerks' Annual Report,
10
Market
7,000.
Hogs
Receipts
lower. Bulk $7.90ffi8.4O; heavy $7.90 sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
ff 8.10; packers and butchers
$S8.43;
Homestead Entry,
sheet,
light $8.408.50.
Affidavit,
Market
Sheep
Receipts 10.000.
lambs sheet.
steady. Muttons $3.504.50;
$3.25(?!6:60; fed wethers and yearlings
$3(?t4.75: fed western ewes
$3.25
410.
:',:-f-

it

1

4

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

g--

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"
4

1

2

Ghildrens Dresses Cloaks

;

MAKER.

2

811-2ft5--

8

2

$3.?.0-3.C0-

$14.00

SPLENDID

VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE

STYLES

2

IN MANY

14 YEAR"

2 TO

HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
AND GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
STYLES AND, COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW

4

$3.-7- 3

2

4

4

sheet
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.

HAVE REACHED A POINT

SIZES 6 To 14,
PRICESFROM $1.50 TO

1

I

,5

WHERE THEY TURN OUT DRE5 JEJ
FOR THE LITTLE MI.5.5E.5 WHICH RIVAL
THOJE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
PERFECTION OT STYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR .SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELABORATE oTHER-- PLIAN.

AND THE MOST

UP-TO-D-

To

ATE

W. M TOVVNSEND & CO.
WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,

2

zimLVcninin

sheet.

4

4

, Telephone

SOFT-BRINK-

Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location, 4 abeet
THE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
must know his business thoroughly
sheet.
Mining Deed,
when putting up a prescription
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal , Declaratory Statement,
A COMPETENT
PHARMACIST

Tke following are supjrested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting

GINGER ALE,

nwwi

WILD CHERRY,

occn,

LEMON SODA,

ivkuni-'iiVG-:

TABLE MINERAL

j

Non-Miner-

e

2

4

fl frAMFNnON
lY
QARDhN

!

R. V.BOYLK

2

CLiRBBON

THC'ADITAl
iul. vnrimL.

Mgr.

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

Gall

in

D

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRKSH LAID EGGS

evry

day

!ure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
C'Mckrns
are yarded Jn the orebnrd under the trees nd fed ou "Wyandotte.
clean wbelesome food

PHARMACY

Broilers,

WATEIftS.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
nnnmiHiuiiiimnnTranTmniTmimmiuirmiimmin

Coal Declaratory
Statement with jputs up our prescriptions.
Af- j
Power of an Attorney,
The ingredients are full strength,
fidavit and Corroborating
fresh, ' and of the best standard
sheet.
Affidavit
makes. In case of sickness you make ;
Notice of Right to Water.
sheet ino
mistake in having your prescrip-- j
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
tions put up by us.
Notice. 4 sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet I
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
& Co.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s

Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

IRON BREW,

bUbO COLA,

All MaiiB made from filtered water.

sheet

Metric Irons,

r

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

2

I

Red 35 and have

your orders delivered

S

2

1-- 4

BE

SEEN.

only. No chance of Tuberculosis serms nor Ptomaine oolhonliiK.
A FEW FAT HEN 8 FOR EATING.

our Electric Service
Fr
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The New Mexico Bureau of Immigration, which is in charge of the New
Mexico exhibit at the tl. S. Land and
Irrigation Exposition in Chicago,
which opens in the Coliseum on November 19 for two weeks, has succeeded in closing an arrangement with the
management of the exposition by
which Sunday, November 27 Is set
aside as New Mexico Day. This means
BLANKS.
that the special exercises in the Coliseum on that day will be devoted exPrinted and for sale by. New Mexiclusively to New - Mexico. The lectures in the Lecture Hall will be New can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mex.
Mexico lectures. The advertising In
Mining Blanks.
the newspapers for that day will be in
Additional and Amended Location
behalf of New Mexico. It is probably

s

INSURANCE AGENCY.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
19

11
r- -

'

p." cots

1

Corner of Pltzi,

tANOHES,

.1.

Bureau of Immigration Taking Full
Advantage of Chicago Land Show
to Advertise Commonwealth.

RUGS

ROOM

T. Varela
McPharian.
and L. L, Stallings, are visitors here
from Moriarity, Torrance county. They
are stopping at the Coronado.
Charles W. Smith, who visited Santa Fe a quarter of a century ago, is
Dr. C. V.

STOCK.

Curios
S. E.

OUTLINE

If a faim waK.m. for

rxamj.!,..
astsWIw.us a,;,l lt.,li,,.sl,.ih

MARKET KKi'OUT

DV. AVheeion.

or'

O

PAGE FIVE.

n.ov i:u.

There is not a single l;;;t'l ;
n.il
PERSONAL MENTION.
u;:a
to A which we might twt
1
a vgctab.c counterpart.
;v
it i ntr. iy a matter of remc
:i
Mrs. Alfred Thomas, of Kspannla, is
.:
.v..
the animal cr
a sightseer at the Coronado.
r
1;:
matter of tool.i::;f fnis,
r t!. :,!.- -: :
h:.3 liy
L. V. Frankel, a jeyelry salesman
Ibt
i.:;nl is made irnrr. the L:t i.i )::.'.-).- '!
from Denver, is at the Palace.
imrmrc tr.d u icU.-.- ' ;il.v;-- :.
Attorney A. M. Kdwards is here
; ;'
Co'.tolcne
ijts.ll
from Farmington, San Juan county.
.
ton i.'.: ,a c! tiw Si::.r,;- - ;..
Rev. Paul Gilbertson, of Las Vegas, in.ikfs i"0l that c.ii !: Jipcsa t v.
was in the city yesterday visiting the 1":
:'::'! " i:!Vf5'':- - (Viitolenc - :
alike by i!iysici..ns a.i 11.. t. il
F. S. Rinspert, a fish
salesman t::::ttc'!'k-"I
as i.iuch more hciuiliial
from St. Louis, is calling on the trade. ci l;:n
a..J iltairr.'.-- 'Han b:J.
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the
Santa Fe, is in the city from Las VeChicago urging them to go to the
gas.
Frank McCarthy, a business 'man land show on New Mexico Day, hear
of Fruitland, Colo., is at the Claire the New Mexico lectures and see the
New Mexico exhibit.
hotel.
The land show management has exRev. Father J. Deraches went to
Las Vegas today for a two or three tended a special invitation 1o Governor Mills to attend the show on New
days visit with Father Rabyrolle.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Fairfield Mexico Day, and it is now believed
today took possession of one of the that the governor will be able to .do
new brick cottages on College street. so. He was in Chicago in 1909 during
Mrs. J. II. Canning,
of Carrizo::o, the first land show, and is heartily in
has joined her husband, Delegate accord with the movement. Secretary
John H. Canning, who is at the Pal- Nathan Jaffa and other prominent
New Mexicans have also been invited
ace.
Dr. A. .1. Evans and R. O. Dahanoy of to he present on New Mexico Day.
Let us get the people into the land
Elida, Curry county, were visitors in
Santa Fe on their way to the El Paso show on New Mexico Day. Write to
fair.
your friends today, not only in Chi
Mounted Policeman .f. B. Rush has cago, but in the towns and the country
returned from the Datils, Socorro districts around Chicago. If you will
county, where he was chasing Indian do this, you will help us to get regame depredators.
sults for this district.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Wheelon
have returned from a visit to Pierre.
South Dakota, the former home of

TRUST CO. is

&

M.

Operation
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DYSPEPSIA

advantage over the other companies. tended some 400 feet, irregularly,
shaie-lim- e
Having the intake of its pipe line situ-- ! east and west, along the
ated below the juncture o the two) contact, aisciosing tne lead vanadates, ..Having taken your wonderful
e;l
"main branches of Whitewater creek,!111 an unbroken vein, varying from 3- rets for three months and
mcnes io .j reel in wicm. consider- cured of stomach catarrh a if. y
Is sure of a large water
the
company
air
fresh
'.z
to
is
it
work
hard
able
has also been done on the I think a word of pra:;c
In winter,
get
supply and enabled to develop enough
'Cascarets for their wi
in certain rooms. Some rooms in a power to more than supply the neces- Metamorphic, on the north side of tion.
I have taken iui-- t '
Perche, showing the same charachouse are usually colder than others, sary amount for its mine and mill. the
remedies but vtb'"
called
12
in
inches
of
while
ter
ore,
width,
and if you open the windows it is There is no doubt hut that 1000 h. p. some 5H0 feet o fopenings upon an- find that Cascarets reiwe
than all the others 1 1...-hard again to heat the room properly.
other claim, nearly all in ore, have a year."
J :;
NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
closed
rieveloped.
shown the ore to be in part a sul108 Mercer St. J.If you keep the windows
and
With four producing properties,
keep
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shaft
SANTA FE ALL THE WAV 1
mothers.
34 east and 33 south and west
and south, connecting with this rower limits.
on
earth
want
ftprth
BBADFIELD
anymrng
If
CO.,
from
EEQUIATOR
try
you
with
reconnection
m.
8
ArrlTe
p.
The substitute and all ot the
shaft, from which drifts have been exAUanta, Ga.
No. 33 east; No. 34 soutii ana west. a New Mexican "Want Ad.
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CONVENTION

TAKES
ANOTHER SPURT.

AWFUL PAINS

From Page Three.)

(Continued

Lady of Pizarro Tells Story c!
Awful Suffering That Cardui
Finally Relieved.

A

Pizarro, Va. "I suffered for several
rears," writes Mrs. Dorma A. Smith,
"with that awful backache and the bearing down sensations, so fully described
in your book.
"I tried doctors and other medicines
and found little relief, until I was induced
to try Wine of Cardui. when I found in- stant relief and today 1 can heartily
recommend Cardui to all suffering women
ana inmK mere is no otneras good."
In some instances, Cardui gives instanl
relief; in others, it may take a little time.
But in all cases of female trouble Cardui
can be depended on to be of benefit, as
it is a specific remedy for women and
acts in a curative way on the womanly
organs.
As a general tonic for women, to build
up your strength, improve your appetite, bring back rosy cheeks and make
you look and feel young and happy,
nothing you can find will do so much fee
you as Cardui.
Your druggist has it.
N. R Write to; Ladies' Advisory De?t.. Chjtfi.

"It is said when the proposition to
annex El Paso, with its 5,000 Democratic votes, to New Mexico was announced in the constitutional convention, Hon. T. B. Catron and other
stalwarts had fainting spells and had
to be revived with smelling salts."
Silver City Enterprise.
"The boss of New Mexico has almost caused a panic among the New
Mexico Republicans by proposing to
annex El Paso. New Mexico newspapers declare they only want what New
Mexico is entitled to in the boundary
dispute, and they can rest in peace.
That is all New Mexico will get." El
Paso Times.

nooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Term., (or Special
book
Home Treatmod
Instructions, and
lor Women, sent in plain wrapper, on request

"We hope the Albuquerque Journal
will not be much offended if we venture to remark that we agree with
them in regard to abolishment of the
grand jury. By the time the grand
jury is paid off each term there is precious little left for the expenses of
the court. It's a nuisance." Tula-rosValley Tribune.

d

"The opinion of Professor W. L.
Bishop who has just returned from
Santa Fe is that we will have a pretty
Bood constitution presented to the
people. Still, we ought not to expect
too much. The Republicans were put
into the saddle by the people tnem-- ,
selves and if they get up an organic
act which will be good enough to
offset the evils of the infernal county
debt proposition which Congress com-- i
npls us tn swallow we shall favor its
adoption at the polls." Artesia Advocate.
"Since the fact has developed that
the eastern boundary of New Mexico
chisels off about 600,000 acres of Texas land, and all of Ey Paso county as
payment of back taxes, etc., amountand interest, the El
ing to $10,000,000
Paso Times ' Is having convulsions.
What greater honor could the Times
wish for than that of publishing the
Mexleading Democratic daily of 'New
love
the
'For
State?'
New
The
ico,
of Mike Mutt, be reasonable.' "Col-

j

d

o

J

nilfKllils " nnnrnvpH Mar,-.- .
ciaptep 79 of ',ne

mitor has
,e,ng
demonstrated that a clean and just of
'

The Christian Science

M

IZZo

papers and win them over to that
ideal.
we
"In planning for the Monitor
realized that, it had to stand solely
on its merits: it had to sell on its
intrinsic worth. It had to be a business success before claiming to be a
moral force. It had to find a field for
itself and fill it. It had absolutely to
get away from the methods of papers
which attempted to be such a paper
as the Monitor and failed.
"The paper of the idealist must he
but not dull: wholesome but
interesting and must ignore no legitimate news of the day. Its sporting
and financial pages must be as reliable as its editorial department.
"On the platform of the Golden Rule
our paper was started. The aim was
to look for the good in everybody and
everything, and not the seeming evil,
advertising policy has been that
nothing must be misrepresented and
the Monitor readers must be able to
take at its word every advertisement
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THE FFF0RT OF

HAVE BEEN CONCENTRAHNG

TH3US4NO MEN TO
WILL ENJO- Y- AND THEY

OVER

'

"New Mexico advances a demand
upon Texas for 200 square miles of
land, and an effort will be made to
convince Congress that the accepted
boundary line is not drawn properly.
Without professing any knowledge. of
the merits of the case we dare induge
in the hope that our venerated but
Vncle Samuel will not
be drawn in as an endorser or underwriter of the claim. He had had an experience of that kind once and what
the state of Texas and the territory
of New Mexico did to him furnished a
scandal that lasted until civil conflict in the paper."
cast it in the shade. After the acquisition of New Mexico and pending the
Dressed in "Black and Yellow"
Not "Football Colors" but the color
organization of that territory, Texas
sold as low as twelve of the carton containing Foley's
cents and none went higher than Money and Tar the best and safest
twenty. Speculators were discouraged cough remedy for all coughs and colds.
until it was suggested that in addition Do not accept a substitute but see
to giving sole control of all her own that you get the genuine Foley's
vacant land, the federal government Honey and Tar in a yellow carton with
recompense her for a part of the land black letters. Sold by The Capital
lying in New Mexico. The sum nam- PI." rmacy.
ed was $10,000,000, and it was cheerfully voted by a Congress more than
BLANKS
one member of which walked ungracefully along Pennsylvania avenue bePrinted and foi sale by New Mexl
cause his pockets bulged with Texas ean
Company, Santa Fe, N
to
par Uex. Printing
script. The warrants advanced
and then the scrivenirs got busy and
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
recorded, for the sake of truth, one
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
had
most
of the
stupendous jobs that
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
ever been manipulated in the history
sheet.
plaint,
Texas is not goof any government.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
MexNew
land
to
to
surrender
any
ing
sheet.
mons,
ico: the Lone Star state is sensitive
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
on the subject of area and prone to
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
be
If
of
enormous
it
bulk.
her
boast
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
found that she has edged over into her Clause,
sheet.
sister commonwealth the federal surOfficial Bond, Road Supervisor, 1 2
'faulted'
will
be
and
Congress
veyors
sheet.
asked to make good. This is to regsheet.
Option,
ister a guess that a bill to that efNotice of Protest,
sheet.
fect will make its appearance as soon
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
state
obtains
as the new
representasheet.
tion in Congress." Philadelphia, Pa,
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Telegraph.
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet.
Application for Bounty for Killing
H EXAM ETHYLENETETR AMINE
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Is the name of a German chemical,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
one of the many valuable ingredients
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
of Foley's Kidney Remedy.
sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
is
by
recognized
Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
medical text books and authorities as
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of LI
for censes,
a uric acid solvent and
sheet.
Remthe urine. Take Foley's Kidney
Blanks.
Spanish
edy promptly at the first sign of kidAuto de Arresto.
pliego.
ney trouble and avoid a serious malAuto de Prislon,
pliego.
ady. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
Certificado de Nombramier.to,
CLEAN NEWS PAYS; TRIAL
pliego.
SUCCESS.
PROVES GREAT
Fianza Oflcial,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
and Crime pliego.
Exclusion of Disaster
From Metropolitan Dailies Given
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
New Impetus.
pligeo.
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego
Chicago, Nov. 1. Evidence that a
Contrato entre los Directores y Predaily paper devoid of news of crime ceptors,
pliego.
or scandal had won advertisers and
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
at
was
submitted
which
subscribers,
Documento Sin Garantta.
pliego.
a "clean journalism" mass meeting at
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 60.
the Auditorium theater, has given
LIbros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
new impetus to the clean journalism
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
movement among Chicago publishers.
Facts presented for the first time pub Caminos, 25c.
Libros de Recibo de Capitaclon, 50
licly by Archibald McLellan, editor-and John J. Flinn of the edi en un libro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
torial staff of the Christian Science
Monitor of Boston showed that the 100 en un libro, 75c.
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
Monitor's sharp departure in editorial
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
policy had proved a practical financial
40c.
success. The circulation in two years
,
Applicaclon por Licencla de
has grown to be the largest in the
ex
revenues
pliego.
the
advertising
world;
Certificado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
ceeded the expenses five months after
Certificado de Naclmento,
the daily was launched. The profits
pilego.
Registracion de Fallecimentos y
he said are put back into broadening
Muertes, 25c.
the scope of the paper.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
The representative character and
Civil, $4.

"In the Uniteo States the grand
hut uniform.
jury system is anything
Every
is uuereuuHi aua inouM Know
To cite only a few samples:
about the wonderful
Kentucky,
"In Colorado, Louisiana,
MARVELWhirlingSpray
'ift new VMfflnul hyrlime.
Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas and WyoJicbt il oat conven
consists of twelve
ient, it cieartbea
ming, a grand jury
iiantiy.
men.' In Montana, Oregon and XJtlih,
Aifc nnr rlrnirdit fnrlt.
he cannot uddiv the
it consists of seven; in Mississippijot If
accept no
MARVEL,
other, but send tamp Tor
eight; and in Iowa of any
lllnflt.rafftri hook lU'Rierl. It I Hw Ml
fifteen.
to
I full
itftrttftnliini Anil direct OMi In- from five
VAlnnTilR
MAItVKL O.
tn
"In several states it Is constitution- - 44 KMtSSA IdiIim.
Street, KW XiWiL,
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by-th- e

2

making him"Delegate
self heard from in the constitutional
convention, although many of his
Ideas never get any farther than the
.onTnmlttee room. His separate school
school
provision will be left for each
district to settle for itself, a very
wise conclusion. His provision that
of
the money received from the sale
the school lands be loaned to the 6farmers as farm land mortgages at per
cent sounds all right but is hardly apland
plicable until values in the dry
basis.
a substantial
belt reach
Farms which were priced at $2,500
two years ago in some places are a
now.
drug on the market at $1,000 just Itfind
state
would
new
the
how
Just
self with more money loaned on farms
than the farms are worth and the Interest stopped is something of a
Mabry is

Established

Established

-

4

"New Mexico, a debutante among
those states which recently have
'come out' from the territorial form
is demanding 200
of rovernment,
severe miles of land in the state of
Texas. Disputes between states over
land have been up before, but they
seldom amount to much, in fact, are
seldom heard of after the announcement of the dispute. Michigan had a
and
squabble of this kind with Ohio
Wisconsin had one with Michigan.
New Mexico for her population has
land enough to meet the needs of her
carved
people, while Texas could be
states
Into four or Ave
without suffering much." Cincinnati
Ohio, Tribune.

Co

i

2

"Texas was not responsible for the
error in the original survey which located the 103d meridian; has had
peaceful possession of the territory
for all these years and no court of
equity, we take it, would consider
New Mexico's claim valid. And if the
courts did and El Paso or the strip
claimed should become a part of New
Mexico it would be a sorry day for
the Republican party,, in that state for
the Texas Democrats annexed would
whip them out of their boots." Ei
Paso Times.
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News.
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CONCKNT RATING

E

And concentration cf earnest effort is
the only way to accomplish anything
particularly good.
FOR ALMOST A H LF CENTURY

YOU

A

You can get them
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CIGAR

HAVE SUCCEED!

Prices.
Each. Per

Doz. Per 100.
.10
.25
sheet
$1.75
2
.10
.35
2.50
sheet
.10
full sheet
4.00
.65
100 assorted blanks take the 100

...
...
...

price.
Size of Blanks.
sheet, 7x8
Inches.
sheet, 8
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
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auxiliary or other corporations and
subscribe for the stock thereof; to exchange property therewith and to buy
from or sell property to such other
corporations and to make and carry
into effect all arrangements with re
spect to union of interest, amalgamation or consolidation with other companies or corporations having objects
similar to or included in the objects of
this company, and to carry on any
business the carrying on of which the
directors may find directly or indirectly conducive to the development
of any business in which this company is or may become interested.
5.
To pay cash, subscribe for, exchange or transfer real or personal
property of any character, or issue full
paid and
stock, for any
real or personal property, including
stock, bonds and obligations of other
companies, rights, privileges or franchise purchased by the company, and
to hold, manage, or dispose of such
real or personal property, stocks,
bonds and obligations of other companies and generally to transact any
and all business and to do any and all
business and to do any and all things
that may in any wise be necessary, incident or appurtenant to the powers,
purposes or business of the company.
6.
To purchase, hold and
the shares of Its capital stock.
7. Tp do such other things as come
within the scope of or that can conveniently, advantageously, or profitably be done by an automatic vending
machine company.
8. To the extent and In the manner
permitted by local laws to carry on
and conduct Its business and exercise
Its powers in any of the states, territories or dependencies of the United
States, and to haxe one or more offices
therein, and to keep the books of the
company outside of the territory of
New Mexico, except as otherwise may
be provided by law, and therein to
hold, purchase, mortgage and convey
real and personal property.
9.
In general to have and exercise
all the powers conferred by the laws
of the Territory of New Mexico upon
corporations formed under the act
hereinbefore referred to and any
amendment thereof. And the foregoing clauses shall be construed both
as objects and powers and It is hereby expressly provided that the foregoing enumeration of powers shall not
be held to limit or restrict In any
manner the powers of the corporation.
Fourth: The total authorized capl- -

fm.thpram.e and not ir, ,imitation
of the powers conferred by the statute
the Hoard of Directors are expressly
as tunuws:
i'iuuii'-cTo hold their meetings and to have
one or more officers and to keep the
hooks of the company within or with- out the Territory of New Mexico, at
such places as may be from time to
time designated by them, but the company shall always keep at is registered office in the Territory of New Mexico a transfer book in which the transfer of stock can be made, entered and
registered, and also a book containing
the names and addresses of the stock
holders and the number of shares of
stock held by them respectively which
shall be at all times open to the in- spection of the registered stockhold
ers in person.
To determine from time to time
whether and to what extent and under
what conditions and regulations the
accounts and books of the company!
other than the stock or transfer hooks
or any of them shall he open to the
inspection of the stockholders and the
stockholders rights in this respect are
and shall be restricted or limited ac- nnrrtlriplv
To make, alter, amend and rescind
of the company, to fix the
the
amount to he reserved as working capital, to make the time for the declaration of dividends, to authorize and
cause to be executed mortgages and
liens upon the real and personal property of the company, provided always
that a majority of the whole Board
concur therein.
In case of increase of capital stock
to issue such portion of the unsubscribed stock of the corporation as
may be necessary to acquire or purchase property for said corporation,
or to satisfy its outstanding debts or
obligations.
With the consent In writing and
pursuant also to the affirmative vote
of the holders of a majority of the
stock issued and outstanding at a
stockholders' meeting duly called for
that purpose, to sell, assign, transfer,
cr otherwise dispose of the property
of the company as an entirety provided always that a majority of the entire Board concur therein:
By resolution passed by a majority
of the whole Board under suitable proto designate
visions of the
three of their members to constitute
an executive committee, which com-mi- ;
tee shall for the time being as
in said resolution or in the bylaws have and exercise all the powers
of the Board of Directors which may
be lawfully delegated in the management of the business and affairs of the
company and shall have the power to
authorize the seal of the company !:
be affixed to all papers which may require it. Generally said Board of
or said executive committee
shall manage the business and affairs
by-la-

pro-vir-

d

of said corporation and designate the
,
officer or officers who shall have pow-.
er to enter into and execute any con-tract or obligation on behalf of the
said corporation as may be deemed

necessary.
Eighth: The company may use and
accumuapply its surplus earnings or
lated rrofits to the purchase or acquisition of property an! to th?
or acquisition of its own capital
slock from time to time, to such
and in such manner and upoa
such terms as its Board of Directors
shall determine and neither the property nor the capital stock eo purchased and acquired nor any other capital
stock in payment or satisfaction of
be
any debt due to the company shall of
purpose
the
for
as
profits
regarded
undeclaring or payment of dividends
less otherwise determined by a majority of the Board of Directors.
Ninth: The company reserves the
or reright to amend, alter, change
peal any provisions contained in this
certificate in the manner now or hereafter required by the statute for the
amendment of the Certificate of Incorporation.
IN WINTESS WHEREOF we have
hereunto set our hand and seal this
15th day of September, A. D. 1910.
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set. opposite
names and do hereby certify as fol-- '
lows:
First: That the name of the corpor- ation is THE INSURANCE MACHINE
COMPANY.
Second:
The location of its principal office is in the Territory of New
Mexico, in the County of Santa Fe, in
the City of Santa Fe. The name of
the statutory agent therein and in
charge thereof upon whom process
against this corporation may be
ed is E. C. Abbott
Third:
The objects for which this
corporation is formed are:
1. To acquire by
purchase or manufacture, machines or other devices
patented or otherwise for the purpose
of printing, selling and delivering to
the purchaser, coupon or other tickets
for indemnity against injury by acci-Th- e
dent; engaging in all other kinds of
business of a general manufacturing.
of operating automatic slot machines
or other devices for the sale of accident insurance, either with or without
devices with weight attachments.
2. To sell, exchange, lease or otherwise dispose of all or any patents, devices or machines for the selling and
delivery to the purchaser of coupons
or othfer tickets for indemnity against
injury by accident.
3. To mortgage or pledge the real
estate and personal property privileges of the company or any part
thereof, and to issue notes, bonds, negotiable instruments and other evidences of indebtedness, acting by,
through or under the direction and authorization of the Board of Directors
and on such terms as the directors
may deem best for the purpose of borrowing money with which to purchase
or manufacture automatic vending
machines or other devices, patented
or otherwise, and to further the busi- ness and purposes of said company
.4 To organize or create
subsidiary,
o'ui:

j

lr

right here in Santa Fe

any size you like,

-

"The objection is urged to the system that in many instances it. has
It
resulted in political oppression.
might also be urged that the information system coula be more easily
On the
abused than the other.
whole, however, ihe Optic is not particularly impressed with the grand
jury system. But we do not believe
that it can be abolished at this time.
We would suggest therefore that the
convention continue the system in
force with as little expense as possible and vest the legislature with
power to abolish its use except on
the order of the district judge, or in
capital cases." Las Vegas Optic.

"Some zealous patriot in the constitutional convention, has declared
that Texas has encroached on our
eastern boundary line and owes us
some one hundred square miles of territory. He proposed giving Texas this
strip of land if Texas wil cede us
El Paso. El Paso should fall right
in line and boost, as it has been an
orphan city long enough, and should
now appreciate the comforts of a good
New Mexhome among whole-souleicans." Silver City Enterprise.

j

ARK HE

TITUTIOX

h

;

'

Jury.

"The News believes in getting all
we can for nothing, but while we are
at this annexation business, why not
go after El Paso, which is undoubtedly
a New Mexico city, and should be on
New Mexico territory. Any scheme of
this kind will start a war, and if we
must have it let's go after something
really worth while." Pecos Valley
News.

i

THEY

THEIR EFFORTS AND THEIR KNOWLEDGE TO FRAME A SUPERIOR CONS

I

ally provided that the legislature may
make laws dispensing with the grand

a

Trumpet.

OF NEW MEXICO ARE DOING

,1

"New Mexico announces it is going
to insist on getting two hundred
square miles of territory now a part
of Texas. New Mexico would better
be careful. There are still 'bad' men
in Texas."
Richmond,
Virginia,
Leader.

good-size-

LOOK WH KTTHE LAWMAKERS

j

FULLYDESCBIBED

ing those things that are to the interest of the citizens' of the state."
Taos Valley News.

umbus

tal stock of this corporation is three
the great size of the audience was
million dollars ($3,nno.00ri),
divided
accepted as significant of an awaken
ing preference for news of a whole-- !
into three million (3,00n,i00) shares
some kind. The speakers urged that
of the par value of one dollar $U.on)
other dailies could successfully adopt
each.
the same policy the Monitor follows,
Fifth: The names and postoffice ad"Aitnougn mucn nas been done in Is
of the incorporators, the num-- ,
dresses
less than two years," Mr. McLellan
ber of shares of stock for which sevsaid, "it is but a beginning in extenderally and respectively they do hereCertificate of Comparison.
ing the hand of encouragement to the
by subscribe and the amount of caphosts of newspapermen throughout Territory of New Mexico,
ital stock with which the company
Office of the Secretary.
the world who are hoping that the
folday will come when the daily news
I, Nathan Jaffa, Scretary of the will commence business, are as
paper everywhere shall be less a Territory of New Mexico, do hereby lows:
purveyor of shocking news and more certify that there was filed for record
W. Irvin Lake, Kansas City, Mo.,
a medium for telling the good news in this office at one o'clock
p. m., on 2.&98.0O0 shares,
of the world.
During its first year the twenty-eightday of October', A.! S. J. Mattocks Kansas City, Mo.,
the advertising declined by the Mon1910, Articles of Incorporation ofil'OO shares.
itor equaled in volume and monetary l.
The Insurance Machine Company, j E. C. Abbott. Santa Fe N. M., 1,000
value that which was accepted."
Number G598; and also, that I have shares.
Mr. Flinn went more into detail rethe following copy of the
Sixth: The period of existence of
compared
garding the censorship over the news same, with the original thereof now this company is limited to fifty (50)
and advertising accepted. He declar- on file,
and declare it to be a correct years.
ed that in many instances newspapers
therefrom and of the whole
Seventh: The directors of said comhave become perverted by the reading transcript
thereof.
pany who are to act as such for the
public which seemed to demand morGiven under my hand and the Great first three months after the filing of
bid details of crime and disaster. The
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico this certificate of incorporation, are
news
not
is
essential
that
such
fact
t: the success of a newspaper he said lat the City of Santa Fe, thj Capital, an follows:
Postoffice Addresses.
was shown by the experience of the on this 2Sth day of October, A. I), Names.
11910.
Kansas City, Mo.
IW. Irvin Lake
Monitor.
NATHAN JAFFA,
S. J. Mattocks
Kansas City. Mo.
"The growth of sensationalism in (Seal.)
Santa Fe. N. M.
Secretary of New Mexico E. C. Abbott
newspapers has been fought every
The number of directors of the
inch of the way by conscientious edi- Certificate of Incorporation of The In
surance Machine Company.
'company shall be fixed from time to
tors." he said. "They have opposed
s
THIS IS TO CERTIFY That the un-- j time by the
and may be
it as bitterly as they could. It is well
known on the inside that workers in
being the subscribers to creased as may be provided in the
newspaper offices are disgusted with
capital stock of the within named laws. In case of any vacancy in the
much that hey feel they are compell- company, as hereinafter stated, do Hoard of Directors through death,
ed to print. In many instances the
or other
associate themselves into a ' signation, disqualification
newspaper has become perverted by corporation under and by virtue of cause the remaining directors by
the reading public through a demand
provisions of an Act of the Legis- Urinative vote of a majority thereof,
for sordid details of crime and disas- lature of New Mexico,
entitled "An mav elect a successor to hold office
ter. One of the chief needs of the age Act to
the
formation and gov-- ' for ,ap unexpired portion of the term
regulate
is to effect a reform whieh will bring eminent of
corporations for mining, of "ie director whose place shall lie;
newspapers back to their natural
industrial and other va ant and until ,lie election of his
manufacturing,
function.
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BRO

Distributers for Santa Fe.

B

UGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER
Lumber and all kinds
o' building material

COAL YARD

&

t

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

j

NEAR
YARD ON HTCKOX STREI-.TNEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
,

j

Phone Red 101

Phone Red 100
j

TH0V1AS i

D FLO A DO,

Mgr.

son who executed the foregoing instrument of writing and acknowledged that he signed, sealed and delivered said instrument as his free and voluntary act.
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
FOR SALE Lady's fancy
this 28th day of October, A. D. 1910. rifle. Call
at the Fix-I- t Shop.
JUAN

target

J. ORTIZ,
Notary Public.
FOR SALE Four little houses and
expires Aug. 17, lots corner Manhattan avenue and
1912.
Garcia
Rent for $50
$1,730.
State of Missouri, County of Jackson, month. street.
Lots on E. Manhattan 4SxG00,
ss:
?1j0. Walter Kraul.
Before me, V. Hundley, a notary
public in and for said county and state
WANTED An American, with or
this day personally appeared the without
family, to work on fruit orchS.
J.
and
W.
above named
Irving Lake
near
ard
Tesuque. Good wages, steady
Mattocks, personally known to me to
all winter. Telephone immediately
be the same persons who executed the job
Red 12G, three rings.
foregoing instrument of writing and
acknowledged that they signed, sealed
and delivered said instrument as their
TYPEWRITERS
free and voluntary act.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal platents furnished. Ribbons and supD.
1910. plies. Typewriters sold,
this 15th day of September, A.
exchanged
V. IIVNDLEY,
(Seal.)
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and ypewrlters guarNotary Public.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExMy commission expires January 25, anteed.
change. Phone Black 231.
1911.
(Signed)
(Seal)
My commission

Endorsed:
FOR
SALE Handsome quarter
No.
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing deCor. Rec'd .o. 6, Page 80,
Certificate of Incorporation of The vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Insurance Machine Company, filed inl Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
office of Secretary of New Mexico, one substantial desk in splendid condition for lower prlcf. Inquire New
Oct. 28, 1910, 1 p. m.
Mexican.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary.
WANTED Men without experience
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
to work at electricity, plumbing, autoCertificate of Comparison.
mobiles, bricklaying.
Learn trade in
Territory of New Mexico,'
few months without expense, 200 studOffice of the Secretary.
ents last year. $30,000 contract jobs.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Write
United Trade
immediately.
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
in this office at one o'clock p. m., on
the twenty-eightday of October, X public in and for said county and
Territory, this day personally appearV., 1910; Certificate of Stockholders'
of the Insurance Ma ed the above named E. C. Abbott, perchine Company, Number 6599, and al- sonally known to me to be the same
so, that I have compared the follow- person who executed the foregoing ining copy of the same, with the origi- strument of writing and acknowledged
nal thereof now on file and declare that he signed, sealed and delivered
it to be a correct transcript therefrom said instrument as his free and voluntary act.
and of the whole thereof.
WITNESS my hand and Notarial
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico Seal this 28th day of October, A. D.,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, 1910.
on this 28th day of October, A. D.,
(Signed) JUAN J. ORTIZ,
(Seal)
1910.
Notary Public.
My commission expires Aug. 17,
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico. 1912.
of Stock- State of Missouri,
Certificate of
County of Jackson. ss.
holders' of the Insurance MaBefore me, V. Hundley, a notary
chine Company.
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That the un- public In and for said county and
dersigned incorporators and subscrib- state, this day personally appeared W.
ers to the capital stock of The Insur- Irving Lake and S. J. Mattocks, perance Machine Company, being incor- sonally known to me to be the same
porated under and In pursuance of persons who executed the foregoing
an act of the legislature of the Terri- instrument of writing and acknowltory of New Mexico, entitled "An Act edged that they signed, sealed and deto regulate the formation and govern-- j livered said Instrument as their free
ment of corporations for mining, man- and voluntary act.
WITNESS my hand and Notarial
ufacturing, industrial and other pursuits." approved March 15, 1905, do, Seal this 15th day of September, A.
hereby declare In pursuance of Sec-- i D., 1910.
V. HUNDLEY,
tion 23 of said act that there shall bej
Notary Public.
no stockholders liability on account! (Seal)
My commission
expires Jan. 25,
of any stock issued by said corpora-1911.
tion.
ENDORSED:
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we havej
h

y

1

E. C. ABBOTT, (Seal.)
W. IRVING LAKE, (Seal.)
No. 6599.
hereunto set our hand and seals this
S. J. HATTOCKS, (Seal.)
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 80, Certifi15th day of September, A. D., 1910.
cate of Stockholders'
Territory of New Mexico, Santa Fe (Signed)
of The Insurance Machine Company.
(Seal)
E. C. ABBOTT,
County, ss:
Filed In Office of Secretary of New
Before me, Juan J. Ortiz, a notary
W. IRVING LAKE, (Seal)
Mexico, Oct. 28, 1910, 1 p. m.
S. J. MATTOCKS, (Seal.)
public in and for the said county and
NATHAN JAFFA,
territory, this day personally appeared Territory of New Mexico,
Secretary.
Santa Fe County. ss.
the above named E. C. Abbott, person- Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Before me, Juan J. Ortiz, a notary
ally known to me to he the same perj

y

1
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likely prove a month of plays for there 600,000 acres of land and that land
are amateur performances as well as'is only wonn
and $25 per acre.
porfesBlonal "shows" at the Elks' this! Texag admits the 103
It
e, flg
mouth
The first professional affair cornct If she does, she has no ease.
A
will likpl v ho ri7nnn w urn Will nfi
aSSllI'e .VOl
the Pel)le f the
UOfcn Wo fh
U.tW ,v.r, nf the month
Kre?l arar suite, among wnora l nave
soon
Denver, Colo., Nov. 1. The
'irinnnnce
Stanton
Manager
forecast is fair weather tonight
the roster of plays at the Kilts foriuuny lrienos ana auuurens, ruai uj
vus iiul my lmeiuiou as ciiairiuaii, ine j
with
and Wednesday
this RpjiKnn
stationary
Alice mention oi tne memoers, or oi me
Had a Fine Outing-M- iss
temperature.
to
into print. We
Jfc
Jfc
A
J
uuuLiit:i ul. tl 'iimniJ'.iu.A i do not want an get
inch of Texas land
A Home Melody, a drama in which cago man returned hist night to her
the music of a home melody restores home in the Windy City after spend- - that, does not belong to us, and Texa mother's reason dethroned by shock. ing three months here visiting her as should not want, I hope, an Inch
brother Edward J. Eames, Jr., at his of land that does not belong to it.
It's at the Elks' tonight.
Rememoer what I tell you:
New
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee farm near the Arroyo Hondo project.
Kitchen. Lincoln and Palace avenues. Miss Eames is a very attractive girl Mexico will not only own that strip.
Please order in advance. Phone Black and enjoyed greatly the lite in New or its full value in good American
Mexico.
She was an accomplished gold, but the interest on said sum .
152. I. M. Astler.
t
You Need Coal These Cold Nights equestrienne and frequently came to since lSo'J, to the date ot settling lie
suit in the courts.
or Santa Fe.
You need lumber
for building
I am gathering some data which I
Was Warm and Pleasant Tester- "iixiug up" the place. Eugenio . Ro- I receive
mero, in a new ad today is telling you day was an ideal day to close October will send you as soon
about all these things. Read the ad. which had a cold snap or two. The same from Washington, which if used
Messrs Sturges, Delgado and Koch highest temperature for the day was in the columns of your paper will
Mayor Seligman has named Frank 62 degrees and the lowest was 40. open the eyes of all Texans, and for
once set Texas right on "boundaries."
P. Sturges, Francisco Delgado and A. The
average relative humidity was 51
In the meantime, just get Texas
T. Koch, delegates to the convention
cent
lowest
and
temperature
the
per
'
;ot the lakes to the Gulf Deep Water- - last night was 35 degrees not too ready to do the sensational, and get
of
and
that
money
pile
busy
raising
cool to dampen the ardor of practical
the interest thereon, or else surrender
Louis, November 23 and 2G.
The
on
temperaHallowe'en.
best on earth, or
New management, new stock of jokers (i
at o'clock this morning was 37 600,000 acres of the
'goods and a continuance of phenome- - ture
$20 per acre.
nal low prices to cash trade is the in- degrees.
There is no politics in this Just
Major Beaumont Committed Suicide come to hard-pateresting announcement being made
and deny the 103d
came
That Major Edward Beaumont
today In this issue by M. W, Travis.
not
If it is corcorrect.
is
meridian,
to his death from the discharge of a
Read the ad by all means.
rect, we will proceed to claim all on
returned
yeswas
the
verdict
riflle,
Have You Seen That Handsome
this, side of It, and hold and stick to j
three piece parlor set to be given terday by a coroner's jury which was it.
ISIDORO ARMI.IO.
deof
iaway at the Elks' November 15? If empanelled for the purpose
Chairman Delegation Dona Ana Coun
minnot drop into the Elks' tonight, we termining the cause of the aged
ty.
.'are giving numbers away every night er's death who was found dead in his
'
mornnear
cabin
Sunday
Algodones
for it.
The following petition has been
Now That the Hunting Season is ing. The jury met in Bernalillo, viewwent to drafted and is being signed in Luna
here, have handsome rugs, robes, etc. ed the body there and then
made from those coyote, wildcat, bear Algodones, where further investigat- county:
or wolf skins by Frank Gormley who ing was done. The jury was unable To the Honorable Constitutional Conis also calling attention, in his adver- to discover anything that indicated
vention, Santa Fe, N. M., Gentlemen:
tisement today to mounting, tanning, murder or suicide and it was the opin
ion of the iurors that he was acci
etc.
A press report purporting to give
view
this
dentally killed, although
basis of representation of the varthe
Playground Association of merica was
not incorporated into the
Mayor Seligman has received a let-- ;
ious counties of New Mexico, as arter from the Playground Association
rived at by the apportionment commit
of which
of America
tee of the convention,
has, been
SEW!
Roosevelt is honorary president, askbrought .to the attention of our peoing for data about Santa Fe's playple by the board of directors of the
SPARKS.
CONVENTION
The letter will be turned
grounds.
Deming Chamber of Commerce.
over to the Woman's Board of Trade.
It appears from this statement that
The Hoodoo, Yes the Hoodoo.. An
members of the
Amos W. Butler, secretary of the with the forty-nin- e
American comedy that is replete with
has forward- lower house the ratio of representa
board of state
laughable incidents. An entirely nov- ed to W. E. charities, former
Garrison,
presi tion for each county will be 6,681 and
el story. See it at the Elks' tonight.
dent of Butler college, now president each major fraction thereof; and the
Council Tonight The city council ot
the New Mexico College ot Agn- - ntIn of rpnreSpntation in the upper
will meet tonight at the court house.
and delegate to the New house will be about 13,640, and each
culture,
Many matters of great importance will Mexico constitutional convention,
a
come up, including the automobile ormajor fraction thereof.
of the Indiana laws regulating
dinance. The question of collection copy
We note with alarm that while Luna
institutions.
and
correctional
penal
of garbage will also likely be discussdesired in drawing up county has a population in excess of
The
laws
were
ed as some citizens are of the opinfor the new state. the major fraction, the committee conion that there ought to be a garbage the constitution
Governor Marshall will come in from templates joining this county with
collection every day.
to Sierra county in one representative
his speaking tour next Tuesday
Injured
Henry Crollott Badly
attend the regular quarterly meeting and one senatorial district. While it
Fred Crollott returned yesterday to of the board, of which he is
will be entirely satisfactory to our
Albuquerque from Los Angeles, acIndianapolis, (Ind.) News. pie to be joined with Sierra county in
brother,
companied by his
a senatorial district, we feel that the
Henry Collott, who sustained a conSanta Fe, Oct. 29, 1910.
major fraction, if used at all, will
on
brain
in that city
cussion of the
El Paso Herald.
solutely entitle this county and Sierra
October 7. Young Crollott is the son
I have noticed the many articles in county to one member each in the
of Judge Seferino Crollott of Barelas,
many of the newspapers, both in the!ower house
and had resided in Los Angeles for
great state of Texas and last but not
section . ot New Mexico Is grow
two years.
in the .
the greatest state-to-bm
Rllhstnrltifll,v
a
All
Saints' Feast Today is the union New Mexico apropos bounda-- i B
.
s
, " "
"
lUHIl IS LjUUiX UUUllUJ, dim uu
feast of All Saints, a great feast In nes.
of
to
induce
character
the
more
doing
the Roman Catholic church and one
As chairman on preamble and bounimmigration which will preserve New
which was celebrated with due pomp daries it
necessarily became my duty Mexico's standing In the sisterhood of
in the Catholic churches here. In the to "bound" the
MexNew
of
territory
Cathedral the first mass was celebrat- ico, and I did. The boundary of New states; and the failure of your honored at 7 and the high mass at 9:30 a. Mexico as submitted to the constitu- - able body to recognize the major fraca basis of repm. Both were largely attended as tional
s tion in Luna county as
(.onvention, and adopted is
the closing October devotion held rect Texas can jook at lt any way resentation in both houses of the legIn the Cathedral last night.
u wishes. it may laugh at the idea-R-ose islature will work a grave wrong to
feel
Is
a
Town
O'Salem
biograph but Texas better get ready to either tue people of this county. We
and is of the ancient style, taken in move from the strip or come through that Luna county Is entitled to one
this country when the Puritans just with $12,000,000,
member In the lower house, and Luna
landed. It s at the Elks' also.
The strip added to New Mexico by ard Sierra counties to one member
Month of Plays November will my method of "hounding" only adds m the upper house.

1, 1910.
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GBOCEPvY AM) BAKERY

COirLET:

'v

Fancy, Staple,

k

I

GooSs

OYSTERS, FISH. POULTRY, LUNCH
A LaRGE
MfiATS, A .TD SAUSAGES
VARIETY OP VEGETABLES, FRUIT

BAKERY GOOD S OF ALL KINDS.

F. ANDREWS

efficient in strength, of highest
purity and healthfnlness

j

j

rt.

PiMSSci

Baking Powder to be most

,

NEW POP CORN

FINK APPLES

Teste show Dr. Price's

v

tail

&

i

'

STOCK OF

mss ic Groceries

1

Ml 4.

J

CREAM

7

j

No Alum, No Phosphate of Lime

I
I

i

-'

IF YOU WANT THE

ftlost

Delicious Hot

Chocolate

OBTAINABLE IN THE".

COT

Go f o

JM

REX ALL STORE

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE

BEST

IS NONE TOO GOOD

FISCHER DRUG
THE

REXAlL

COMPANY

STORE

THE

REXALL STORE

THE BEST KNOWN AND MOST
RELIABLE BRANDS OF FOOTWEAR
LADY WANTS AND

EVERY

DRESSY

NEEDS

PARTICULARLY

SOMETHING
FOR

EVENING

WEAR.

We Have It

t.

SHOES OF ALL KINDS
TO SUIT EVERYBODY

JOHN

EUGER

PF

248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE far TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent,

Albuquerque, N. M.

le.-.s-

e

cor-wa-

.

PERSONALS AND OTHER
ITEMS FtlOM WINDY CITY.
Deming, N. M., Nov. 1. Colonel
Cody, owner of "Buffalo Bill's" Wild
West show, is an old friend of John
Hund, and visited the latter's farm
two miles southeast of Deming when
he was here last week. Colonel Cody
and John Hund were boys together
near Leavenworth, Kan., went to
school together, and their fathers
owned adjoining farms. Colonel and
Mrs. Cody will return to Deming as
soon as his show season is over, and
spend a week visiting on the Hund
farm.
T. Taylor, of Indianola,
Neb., is
building a 16x40 store at Midway on
the El Paso and Southwestern, sixteen
miles southwest of Deming. He will
put in a line of general merchandise.
The Midway country has been settling
up rapidly within the last few months,
there being but little vacant land left
in the township adjoining the Midway
township on the east.
John Seifert, George Leffler, A. P.
Webb and brother, E. F. Mead, of Tucson, and Will Jennings, left this
mnrniiiE' fnr a huntinar trin in the
Biack range. R. L. Miller and R. M.
me
r erry are nuw uii uic ucau , tr,a
Mimbres hunting deer and turkey.
Hunters returning from that section
say that deer were never more

SANTA FE ADDS TO
ITS EQUIPMENT.

vj

plen-titti-

Million Dollars
Worth
of Tourist
Sleepers Ordered From Pullman
Company.
In preparation for the heavy winter tourist business to Pacific coast
points the Santa Fe has ordered
$1,000,000 worth of new tourist cars
from the Pullman Company and will
put the new cars into service Novemon all lines west of Chicago.
cars will be electric lighted throughout, will contain sixteen
full sections, with a large smoking
room and women's boudoir.
In an attempt to make the tourist
ber

5

The- new

ears as comfortable and as safe as
are the present Pullman coaches, each
car has been constructed upon a steel
base, carried on full standard six
wheel trucks.
This is the first line to the Pacific
to be equipped with the modern type
of tourist coaches and the innovation
has been brought about to enable the
line to operate the tourist trains on
the same speed schedule as that operated for the California limited, which
recently cut the time from Chicago to
Los Angeles from 72 to 68 hours.
The new innovation, taken in con
junction with the recent order placed
for the delivery to the line of $2,500,-00worth of Mallet type Baldwin engines for the use of the western lines,
promises a new era in transcontinental service.
The new engines that have been ordered are really two locomotives in
0
one and are valued at more than
each. The initial order placed was
for forty engines and construction on
the whole order is being rushed to
0

Jack Dymond and Harry Newton
leave tonight for Chicago. They will
visit various points in the middle
western staes, their business being to
induce immigration Into the Mimbres
valley.
E. D. Gaines, of Eastland, Texas, Is
George W.
visiting his brother-in-law- ,
McCan.
completion.
Captain Foster was in town
With the delivery of the new cars
and the completion of the engine contract, the Santa Fe will be in a posiGOOD RESULTS ALWAYS FOLLOW tion to set a
transportation standard
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They for transcontinental service that is
and
are upbuilding,
strengthening
only equaled by that of the Twentieth
soothing. Tonic in action, quick in re- Century limited from New York to
sults. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy. Chicago.
$70,-00-

If you want anything on earth

try

a New Mexican Want Ad.

It you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

I

service we
matter of
tendev in
good cloifa.es. It's a service
nobody else can render you
because nobody. else has
HART SCH4FFNER & M4RX
you want than you do. Bu
we da kiow something about
styles, and bast fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit Ot' overcoat looks right on you; fits
properly; i$ becomingto you.

clothes in this town, ar.d we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
Our idea is to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if yoa
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, styk,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what
,

J

j

W

It's just a3 much to our interest as to yiurs o get you
into tha right tiing. We
can afford to be disinterested about these things; but
we cant afford to let you go
anywhere else for clothes
when ws know we've got the
best clothes made.
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Bart Schaffner

&

Mm Suits

& Marx

wjjr--

Overcoats $18 to $80

NA5H

!

H

$20 to $50
Copyright

iiart

Schaffner tc Marx

Copyright Hart Schaffner Ic Mara
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Hart Schaffner
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